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INTRODUCTION

Aims

The aims of this three-month phase 1 project were:

to provide the Division of Further Education with a negotiated
development of a comprehensive document presenting the core
skills /competencies for each of the four levels across the adult
literacy area;

to provide the guidelines for the development of teacher and student.
materials to be conducted in phases 2 and 3.
(It was later decided that the guidelines become part of phase 2.)

Achievements

Between 23 September 1991 and 30 December 1991, the following was achieved:

a second half day consultative conference in which 60 ALBE
practitioners from across the state participated;

reports of 30 individual or small group consultations with
experienced ALBE practitioners from TAFE, workplace and
community programs, from both city and country venues;

a literature search for relevant "equivalent" documents produced both
in Australia and England;

4 lengthy Curriculum Design Working Group meetings;

this report paper.

Scope of Paper

This report contains the following:

an explanation of the educational principles informing the
competence statements that are presented;

a description of four literacies that constitute comprehensive literacy
competence;

an outline of how the competence statements are organised;

the sixteen proposed Writing Competence Statements

the sixteen proposed Reading Competence Statements.
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Structure of Paper

This report is divided into two volumes. The first volume outlines the 9
educational principles on which the competence statements are based and presents
the competence statements for reading and writing at a glance. The second
volume, a much larger volume sub-titled "Appendices," provides a detailed
account of the literacy model informing this project, and of how and why the
competence statements are organised the way they are.

Assumptions

This paper is based on the following assumptions:

that the term "literacy" refers to that comprehensive educational
process concerned with the way language is used to make meaning,
and that it involves all ALBE programs, not just those with "literacy"
in their course or program names. For example, the term
encompasses the educational activities of adult basic education
courses, workplace basic education courses and compensatory
education courses. It refers, that is, to an underlying universal
process, not a particular "literacy" course;

that the ALBE field covers that broad spectrum of educational
activity from programs for adults at the earliest stages of reading and
writing through to programs for preparation for VCE;

that the four levels chosen for official public accreditation are those
points that teachers/tutors indicate are the significant literacy
milestones across this spectrum;

that between each publidy recognised milestone is an infinite
number of key educational and individual milestones that
teachers/tutors value and acknowledge;

that the means whereby students are enabled to achieve the
competence described, that is, the educational planning, syllabus,
activities and resources that realise the educational aims implicit in
these statements, was not within the terms of reference of this paper;

that the primary purpose of the competence statements is to assist
teachers/tutors

in planning ALBE programs,
in placing students in their own program or referring them
elsewhere, and
in recording student progress

through providing some explicit criteria largely drawn from what
currently appears to tacitly guide their educational judgments in
these situations;
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that this paper will eventually be accompanied by other curriculum
papers that document the diversity of ways in which ALBE
teachers/tutors work towards students becoming more competent
readers and writers;

that a follow up document on assessment criteria and procedures
will describe what is considered appropriate evidence of competence
and the organisation of the assessment process;

that the competence described in this paper is what can be done
independently by individuals drawing on their own resources,
including knowing when and how to seek advice and assistance from
others;

that the competence statements describe what is achieved at the
"exit" end of the level;

that for placement purposes, the "entry" level for each competence
may include referring to the "exit" level of the one before as a guide;

that entry to level one encompasses a wide range of starting points;

that the choice of the first literacy achievement to be accredited in an
official and formal way as the reading and/or writing of one
sentence at exit level one is in accord with equivalent national and
international ALBE certification trends;

that "exit" at level four describes readiness for entry to Adult VCE
and equivalent educational or training courses;

that the term "text" refers to any "meaningful stretch of language,
oral or written" (Derewianka). This therefore includes conversations,
a very simple or short sentence, labels and slogans;

that this paper is intended as a first word. not the last word, on the
matter of what ccnstitutes competence in adult literacy and basic
education, and will need to be field-tested for at least a year to
ascertain the following:

the usefulness and flexibility of the curriculum model
proposed;
whether this framework caters for the full range of ALBE
students;
how teachers' / tutors' educational judgments relate to the
competence descriptions;
the comprehensiveness and accuracy of the literacy
competence statements.
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A word about oracy

Whilst recognising the role and significance of oracy in relation to literacy,
descriptions of oral competence were not specified within the brief for this project.
During the course of this project, oracy was found to be of such importance that it
will need to be investigated, described and presented in a follow-up companion
document to this one. The next phase of this curriculum accreditation project will
need to consider what characterises oral competence, a term that covers many
quite different language and interpeiwrial abilities, including oracy as "thinking
aloud", such as a discussion before or after encountering a text; oracy as a more
formal presentation or performance; or oracy as verbal communication and
interaction in a wide range of very different social situations .
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NINE EDUCATIONAL PRINCIPLES

The Adult Reading and Writing Competence Statements are based on nine inter-
connected educational principles. The early ones refer to the literacy process itself
and the later ones to good practice in adult literacy and basic education. These
nine principles Ire:

one, that "literacy" cannot be talked about as if it is a monolithic
undifferentiated whole, but rather that it needs to be seen as an amalgam of
distinctive "literacies" requiring a range of capacities to read and write texts
that have been constructed for quite particular social purposes;

two, that four "literacies" - herein named as literacy for self-expre3sion,
literacy for practical purposes, literacy for knowledge and literacy for
participation in public debate - are fundamental to the development of the
versatile and critical competence needed for active participation in family,
community and civic life, the workplace and commercial life, education and
governmental institutions;

three, that the four literacies, whilst named separately for the purpose of
highlighting which literacies define literacy competence today, are not
autonomous compartments that exist apart from each c ther;

four, that this literacy model does not concentrate on meaning at the
expense of "the basics";

five, that the development of competence in various literacies is intimately
entwined with, and influenced by, cognitive, emotional, psychological and
social factors;

six, that ALBE programs, if they are to contribute to adults being effectively
functioning human beings in a late twentieth century western society like
Australia, need to teach students to recognise, interpret, use, critique and
adapt the various "literacies" and related texts that exist in and shape our
contemporary society;

seven, that although different ALBE programs may emphasise a specific
literacy, they will be unable to totally exclude the other literacies;

eight, that the scope of ALBE can be seen as a developmental pathway from
the earliest stages of reading and writing to an increasing capacity to
undertake a wide range of employment, vocational training, and other
formal study (including VCE) opportunities, and that based on Victorian
ALBE program trends, four key milestones can be identified along this
pathway;
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nine, that this curriculum framework, whilst inevitably culture-bound and
time-bound like any human artefact constructed at a particular historical
point in time, is designed to be flexible enough to accommodate a vast
array of contexts and ALBE purposes.

IN SUMMARY, these Adult Reading and Writing Competence Statements address
four "literacies" associated with four different purposes for reading, writing,
speaking and listening;

these four purposes are:
literacy for self expression
literacy for practical purposes
literacy for knowledge
literacy for participation in public debate;

all four literacies are needed for active participation in:
family and social life
workplace and institutional settings
education and training contexts
community and civic life;

increased competence in the four literacies assist personal,
interpersonal, cognitive, psychological, social and cultural
development;

all four literacies need to be explicitly taught;

ALBE work concerning these literacies can be divided into four
levels;

this literacy model can accommodate a range of ALBE settings,
programs and emphases.

The diagram on the next page demonstrates how the four literacies inter-relate to
achieve an all-embracing literacy competence. It represents the four levels as a
continuously expanding literacy repertoire.
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FOUR LITERACIES = COMPREHENSIVE LITERACY

What are the four literacies?

If acts of speaking, listening, reading and writing are interpreted as ways of
participating in social life, it is important to delineal.e the key contexts of
contemporary social life. One way to do this is by defining contexts in terms of the
main purposes and concepts shaping them. Using this approach it is possible to
isolate four major contexts within contemporary social lice and four corresponding
literacies.

LITERACY FOR SELF EXPRESSION. This literacy focuses on developing a strong
sense of self and of personal identity in ALBE students. It encourages students
to explore and develop this sense of self by employing forms of reading and
writing (and discussion) that focus on aspects of personal life and meaning.
This literacy will also focus on students' sense of connection with cultural
traditions and to others around them.

Some representative text types: stories, poetry, autobiographies, letters, diaries,
journals, novels, plays, myths and legends, creative writing, journals, greeting cards.

Common genres: narratives, recounts, anecdotes, moral tales.

LITERACY FOR PRACTICAL PURPOSES. This literacy focuses on competence in
functional forms of communication which are now a crucial aspect of everyday
competence within modern life. The rapid turn-over in technologies and
institutional structures within contemporary life mean that everyday
competence generally, but especially in the workplace, can no longer rely on
traditional work habits or routines. Increasingly, workers need to be able to
"communicate" about what is happening - whether by reading procedures
manuals, writing practical reports or in . team discussions. Developing
interpersonal skills and competence with new technology-based forms of
creating, storing and conveying practical information would also fall within
this literacy for practical purposes.

Some representative text types: address for a group meeting, instruction sheets,
manuals, forms, directions, signs, notices, handbooks, messages, notes, incident
reports, minutes, business letters, street maps, information located in a range of
storage media, job descriptions, telephone conversations, labels, memos.

Common genres: instructions, procedures.
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LITERACY FOR KNOWLEDGE This literacy focuses on the increas.ing need for
adults to be able to understand and draw on knowledge produced by modern
disciplines. The most obvious context in which this is needed is when
undertaking retraining or further education. This literacy will focus on the
forms of reading and writing used to explain underlying principles, concepts
and theories, be they machanical explanations, technological explanations,
systems explanations, sociological explanations, historical explanations or
scientific explanations. "Learning to learn" in the sense of understanding and
dealing with the conventions and demands of modem educational institutions
would also fall within this literacy.

Some representative text types: textbooks, non-fiction interest books, information
sheets, dictionaries, encydopedias, subject reference books.

Common genres: explanations, information reports.

LITERACY. FOR PUBLIC DEBATE. This literacy focuses on developing the
capacities of adults to follow and participate in public debate. As citizens of
a modern democratic country it is important that all adults be able to engage
with contemporary debates concerning matters of public concern. This literacy
will focus on the forms of arguing reasoning used to justify and criticisepolicy
proposals in public debate.

Some representative text types: articles by newspaper columnists, Letters to the
Editor, Editorials, policy documents, publicity material, pressure group materials.

Common genres: arguments, expositions, discussions.

Integrating the Four Literacies

These four literacies, seen together as a whole, provide students with the practical
skills, knowledge, value systems and critical thinking capacities to successfully fulfil,
any, or all, or any combination of, the widely-promoted and widely adopted ALBE
aims of further study/ training, employment, personal development and community
participation. Together, they provide conceptual knowledge through a multi-
dimensional basic general language education, the essential foundation for any
learning.

The four literacies chosen achieve different social purposes. Each of the four literacies
highlighted can be associated with certain types of texts. These texts tend to favour
certain domains of thinking and meaning, and particular competencies are required
if students are to be successful and critical readers and writers of such texts. In
designing the Writing and Reading Competence statements, special emphasis has
been given to key text genres within each literacy. For example, narrative texts have
been highlighted in Literacy for Self-Expression, procedural texts in Literacy for
Practical Purposes, informative texts in Literacy for Knowledge and argumentative
texts in Literacy for Public Debate. It is to be remembered that these generic text
types embrace and are to found in a range of representative text forms. For example,

11
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procedural texts include manuals, signs, forms and instruction booklets. Whilst
specific text genres have been associated with particular literacy purposes, other text
genres may also achieve that same purpose. For example, by naming narrative as the
predominant mode of achieving "Literacy for Self-Expression" is not to deny that
other text genres can contribute to this. The competence statements have been
organised around the most favoured generic text types to ensure competence in the
fundamental text types, not to deny the place of others.

Nor does this literacy model suggest that the literacies act independently of each
other. Whilst the focus within each particular literacy is primarily on self-expression
or practical skills or knowledge or public debate, each of the literacy areas often
contains resonances of the other three. This is best illustrated in the diagram below,
art adaptation of a diagram presented by Rob McCormack at the First Consultative
Conference on 16 August, 1991:
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each literacy, whilst having a primary focus, can contain the others;

each literacy, whilst associated primarily with particular genres, can
include others, or mixtures, as well.
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What are the four levels within each literacy?

The four levels refer to a student's increasing sophistication in making meaning. This
encompasses both the conceptual domain of meaning and its linguistic realisation.
The four levels within each literacy, a picture of expanding conceptual capacity, are
described below. The realisation of these concepts in reading and writing is
described in the detailed Competence Statements at the end of this document

Literacy for self-expression
Level 1: Persons as facts

Capacity to read, write and discuss texts that represent the personal self in
simple factual statements.

Level 2: Persons as conventional representations
Capacity to read, write and discuss texts that present a routine, sometimes
stereotypical representation of the personal self and others in everyday roles,
situations and courses of action.

Level 3: Persons as multi-dimensional
Capacity to explore in reading, writing and discussion texts that portray the
multi-faceted nature of the personal self and others including such aspects as
feelings, emotions, attitudes, fantasies, inconsistencies, humour and irony.

Level 4: Persons as complex wholes
Capacity to read, represent and discuss texts that incorporate the complexities
of the personal self and others associated with inner/outer, reason/emotion,
public/private, past/present, reality/fantasy, seriousness/humour in ways that
form a coherent sense of the whole person.

Literacy for practical purposes
Level 1: Action as recounting

Capacity to read, write and explain orally how they did something.

Level 2: Action as convention
Capacity to read, write and speak in habitual sequences and formats related
to practical context.

Level 3: Action as awareness
Capacity to read, write, and speak in practical contexts taking account of
possible contingencies and different audiences.

Level 4: Action as understanding
Capacity to read, write and speak in practical contexts about quite complicated
and complex courses of action for a range of audiences.

13



Literacy for knowledge,
Level 1: Knowledge as listing facts

Capacity to read, write and speak listing some facts about the topic in simple
sentences.

Level 2: Knowledge as ordered facts
Capacity to read, write and discuss short texts that organise facts into a
customary pattern or schema.

Level 3: Knowledge as making sense of facts
Capacity to read, write and discuss texts which organise facts about a topic
into a coherent flow of sentences by explicitly employing linguistic and textual
features to do with space, time, cause and effect, illustration, definition.

Level 4: Knowledge as reasoning about facts
Capacity to read, write and discuss texts that define, explain, illustrate and
begin to propose a specific reasoned interpretation of the facts against other
interpretations.

Literacy for public debate
Level 1: Debate as expressing an opinion

Capacity to read, write and discuss short texts stating an opinion concerning
issues of public concern.

Level 2: Debate as explaining an opinion
Capacity to read, write and discuss short texts that present reasons for a
personal opinion concerning issues of public concern.

Level 3: Debate as justifying an opinion
Capacity to read, write and discuss short texts that describe an issue of pub is
concern and that provide a reasonable a reasonable justification for an opinion
on that issue.

Level 4: Debate as arguing for a policy
Capacity to read, write and discuss texts that give a detailed description of an
issue of public concern, and that argues for one interpretation of the issue
against other possible interpretations.
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WRITING COMPETENCE AT A GLANCE

CONIPIETR4Cli Masa fse taut lasaendon

Inky land 11 deeper of anepetence fonnieg latme, other print symbols aid Wend
...aide, sod la tiding about pan, the ascessery pee-condbiose for
oreepostag a place of wean&

prils;dirS
Can ropy aumbees, lakes sad simpie imam words
Can copy own same and address
Can reproduce west clan alphabet

Developlog
Can reproduce sat persond details eat intely (eg. name, addax's., age)
Can spell few familiar phatetically regular words accuratek,
Can reproduce a limbed number of famtbk words bedependeetly
Can reproduce the most coma puactustlem devic.
Can use a Wok vocsbubsy of pria (eg. taker, word. aestend

Exit Level 1
Can compose a recount that

(a) presents a single familiar activity, idea or experts:not
(b) expanses ehere-and-now' personal paspectivt
(c) Is arranged in simple chronologist order, sometimes a long faience with lots

of 'ands', and with uneven accuracy In spelling
(d) is likely to be from 1-2 sentences.

Exit Level 2
Can compote a narrative, recount or piece of imaginative writing that

(a) attempts to combine 2 - personally familiar events, ideas or expenenon
(b) includes a broader paned view point than the personally immediate, referring

to other times and plasm
(c) uses pronouns precisely, provides descriptive details about

actions/people/things/plass/thoupjus considered unfamiliar to the reader, and
with spasmodic accuracy in spelling

(el) is arranged Into a coherent paragraph, the individual sentences being linked by
language devices to do with time so as to form a fluid narrative sequence.

Ede Level 3
Can compose a narrative, recount or a piece of Imaginative writing that

(a) combines 3 or more ideas or experiences beyond the writez's own everyday, flat-
hand eXperitlaCti

0:0 acknowledges at least one other point of view;
(c) can connect personal views, persona experiences, the action and/or characters

to more general ideal, and with considerable accuracy In spelling
(d) sequences 2 paragraphs oak/ready and displays control of narrative chronology

(past, present or future) and topic focus.

Exit Level 4
Can compose a narrative, recount or a piece of creative/imaginative/expressive writing that:

(a) ranges over a wide sweep of topics, beliefs, issues and experiences, either
personal or imeginattvc

(b) Incorporates a range of values and perspectives, not all supportive of the writer's
own vinv;

(c) uses literary devices and evocative descriptions of character and atmosphere to
bate people and events In time and space, to convey feelings and to infer
attitudes, and with a high degree of sauracy In spelling

(d) shapes a variety of paragraph structural., senate: stnictures, descriptive devices,
voices, rhythm! and tame to dentoaskate a animal or point, the structure often
combating of some variation oa settles/situation. problem, dins, resolution.

wan.= compriviarg Lissa kw andial phases

ashy Leod 1: byre. of compelence ia bran. Wank other prin nabob aad imisted
wordr, sad is talidag about pan, the esceruy ne-coeditioas far
compeeles piece et wiling

begleakg
Cam copy sunders, Mies sad amide brake wads
Can copy own SIAM and address
Can reproduce most of the alphabet

Developing
Can persoetal data. accanlaly (eg. awn, add:en age)
Cam spell a few familiar phonetically regular wads acaultely
Can reproduce a liadied number of familiar words ladepeadeetly
Can reproduce the most comma punctuation devices
Can use a beak vocabulary of print (eg. latter, wad, sentence)

Exit Lead 1
Can compose a simple practical text that:

(a) describes tutelar procedures in everyday terms;
(b) may move be ween T and 'you";
(c) refers to the proceas/ingedients/steps in general terms, and with waves

acaarecy in welling
(d) is usually one or two short isentences.

Exit Ural 2
Can compose a practical text that

(a) models a familiar type;
(b) desaibes proses dearly, e.g. by beginning each sentence connected with the

sequence of events with a verb;
(c) provide. specific factual description (eg. shape, size, colour, amount, etc.) about

the ingredients, utensils and/or procedures, with srasmodicaccuracy in spelling
(d) creates an orderly sequence through the use of headings, Bets and linking words

to do with time (eg. first, then

Exit Level 3
Can compose two descriptions for the one procedure that

(a) demonstrate the variations in layout and language features possible within the
procedural type;

(b) display a variety of tones from formal to informal;
(c) provide quite detailed factual descriptions of both the materials and the proceed,

with special attention to details of position and sequence, and with considerable
acoaracy In spelling

(d) sequence loskally and chronologically by clearly separating goals, materials (if
relevant) and step&

Exit Level 4
Can compose a detailed procedural description for either everyday and technical purposes that

(a) displays knowledge of the *faddist technical language and layout features of
different instructional text types:

(b) may include a coaurtereary (eg. usefulness, danger), as well as dear precise
instrucions;

(c) provk'ss a very detailed outline of how, where, with what and when, without
ambiguity, and with a high degree of accuracy in spelling

(d) sequences logically by subdividing each stage into headings, sub-headings and
clunbers, and reinforces clarity with well-chosen, well-placed diagrams.
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WRITING COMPETENCE AT A GLANCE

warnm COMMENCE: Libelee/ fee ifsewleftes

Nary last Is degas of coageleace is keenly labs, other prima are* and isolated
wads, and In talldag about prime, the sacesemy pat-reerditions be
companies a piece et with%

lieginaing
Can copy flushes Wes and simple familiar words
Can copy own AIM and addles
Can reproduce woe of the alphabet

Developing :
Can reproduce own personal dab& aceurately (eg. Mink address, age)
Can spell a few boas phostkally iegular needs accurately
Can spuds( limited number of familiar words independsaly
Can reproduce the mat comma practuatioa devices
Can use a basic vocabulary of print (es. letter, word, sentence)

Edt level 1
Can compose a factual statement that

(a) presents one or two Hsu of familiar 'durmast In everyday oonerioaplace
leaSuelK

(b) uses the third puma to convey a tone of formality but may include a personal
opinion In the first peso";

(c) relies mostly out simple sentences in the present tease to convey cll.-dive
inketration about features or happenings, and with uneven accuracy in spelling

(d) le likely to be 1- 2 deacriptive or explartatry sentences.

Exit Iasi 2
Can compose a shoet report that

(a) culpable a number of wellapsed limo of factual Information or reputation on
one topic, using some Scheid language

Cb) presents Information Is the neutral tone of reesudier/repodet
(e) relies mainly on active webs to spiel& "how' ow "Why; to describe processes,

emits and procedures, ad with spasmodic actruecy in meths&
(d) *torts with an Waal gessal streernent which is then followed by description or

explanation, in which the infoarstion b ordered by auseand-effst of
death:Sion comections.

Exit broad 3
Can compose an informetive or explanatory Spat that

(a) dandies different puts or topics of a knowledge area In relation to truth other
(b) meets a formal tome by miss and defining abstract and technical terms

appropriate to the diedpbe or skied;
(c) shows early sips of condensing ideas, processes, description and/or

explanations into abstract nouns, with a considerable accuracy la spe.Ulas
(d) sequeoes facts/explaantioas into as mkt* system or a fluid sequence of topic

paragraphs, often inulted by an introductory topic stream

Exit Level 4
Can compose an infoenuelve, explanatory or academic report that

(a) organises a range of concepla and fads within a special* field of krawledge;
(b) meseeb the range of densities or view points 'objectively;
(c) futures dame sentascas coatelalag a ember of abased concepts, and with a

high degree of actrusey M spelileg
(d) orgsbas paragaphs into a cobeest ristem or account by slag Babas devices

that show conceptual cosmetics ad /or caudal relatiosaidps.

ItflUTZ1G COtarreicm Library fee Public Male

Nary l b &gen of coemsbace is MS% Wes other Flambee& awl bailed
words, and to talus about pint, the sacessary paeconditioes for
composing a piece of writhes.

Ilegiaabg
Can copy aurrixth Was and simple WAS woe&
Can copy own sans and rides,
Can reproduce mast of the alphabet

Devdopieg
Can reproduce own personal details accurately (eg. maw, address, age)
Can veil a few familiar phosetioUy regular weeds astral*
Can reproduce a Ended numbs of familiar word* Independently
Can reproduce the most comma puictuatios devices
Can use a brie weebulsy of print (es. letter, woed, seetence)

Exit Level 1
Can compose a statement of °Saks that

(a) tepee'es a personal mist of view on a (stainer wetter;
(b) a expressed uncondliksay;
(e) is expressed re a stogie seaters, and with uneven accurary in spelling.
(d) e a *atentere, not proof, of as opals;

Exit Level 2
Can compose a simple argument that

(a) offers side= for a poise of view cut the hub of personal and popular
knowledge;

(b) appeals to the emotions through reclimations and emotive words;
(c) links two pieces of Information logically through the use of simple cause-and-

effect coajuncticas 0g. lemause"), and with spasmodic &crusty in spelling
(d) swiss the paragraph Into a trees point followed by reason.

Exit Level 3
Can commie an asigunwsttatIve piece of writing that

(a) engages with a personally relevant nodal or public issue;
(b) admits that are 'pros" and "cos, and avoids sweeping one-sided emotive

bentrathations and expresses tentattssees;
(c) proves is plat through lathing ides and idormatist logically, and with

considerable accuracy In spelling;
(d) sequences a piece lato statement of lees, presentation of at leas two reasons and

suwering up.

Exit Level 4
Can compose a reasoned argumentative text that

(a) deals with abstract soda concepts, Sues or values of public concern;
(b) gives an analytical presentation of alternative evidence as weU as the writer's

own qualified position;
(d links the main ides, with evidence, references arid quotes, into a persuasive

logical whole through the use of connective devices misdated with reasoning,
and with a high degree of as teracy in meths;

(d) moves from ietrothection, to prewstation of several loans of evidence and/or
points of view, to a sum marisbg condusim
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READING COMPETENCE AT Ass GLANCE
IMAM= 03111.1111114C* Was* fee Silawnsima

Way Laud 1 essopsheea Is waniplieg l spit* In possandolima and Is Isaias
abort paMt,tie astrasey pewcssiltines far =Wm amain al a wafer
twit

Ispasdep
Can notiplee and sore the Man of the alphabet, inespettire at tie scrip
Can dISeesekle between We" weeds aid numbers
Cam smith sisidarsheps * plat
Can nowise weeds wet apseid algalkasee such as ours sante, family slams

Devviopisep
Can worgaiee high *West words out of mass*
Cat nrogaise aeraissi fondly brand mow
Can find a familiar word is nantesee
Can try simple mitadiag out to gum* wilatedllsr wards
Can record* a small variety of word patients
Can templet. and knows the purpose of the mast comma pusetuation devices
Can express an "take on the appeal oe appearance of reading materials

Exit Level 1
an demonstrate that manias has been made from a narrative or literary tee that

(a) meets recognisable people, setting or events in everyday words;
(b) is chatty in tong
(c) may rely on well - placed, complementary illastrations;
td) uses simple se tense structures;
le) has a simple story shape from one to three real acs long

or, being able :ta
(fig) demonstrate word attarck skills other than simple phonic ones;
if/g) express graphically or verbally what the story or piece is generally about
tug) identify partially minim* details about the charactert everts or setting;
if /& recall prior knowledge on the subject
(11) express a general opinion on the presentation or the subject matter.

Exit Level 2
Zan demeistrate that canning has been made from a narrative or literary tent that

(a) pretests neatly familia characters, setting or events to mostly everyday
language

Cr) has mote than one dearly rid kited voice or perspective;
tc.) may contain related illustrations:
id) uses a variety of sentences linked by conjunctions to do with tore to create a

supple chr000togical sequence;
te) has the structure of a story about a paragraph brag

by being able to
g) Weedy the math pains and general flow of the stay or piece;

locate key dna/pave details;
It 3.) link k to prior personal knowledge cc experiences, with similar stories or literary

Seta.
at) etpress an opinion on particular Cancers or the story as a whole.

Exit Level 3
Can demonstrate that mearung has been made from a narrative or literary too that

ti) introduce ideas or people or settings from unfamiliar times or places. welt some
unknown vocabulary;

Co' Includes changes in voice or tone that are not always clearly signalled.
tc) may coot= aluserabons that add to, rather than, illustrate the text
id) is constructed by a variety senterce structures and tenses. not necessarily

presetting a strictly chronological order
tel has the structure of a familiar recount or henry type, at least a page long

by being able to
if g) identify and datcrix the man sages in the pre.
if 'g) bate used explain the meaning of key wards and phrase;
if g) determine the purpose and message of this narrative or Literary piece.
if/ g) find examples of the techruquts used to achieve the end;
Cl) contrast with known comparable tern.

Ftrit level 4
Can decreistrate that weaning has been made from a narrative or literary tact that

,a) mooches a wide range of not necessarily familiar cob:gyn, charecters. places,
events and/or ideas In very peruse detailed or abstract language.

(b) has scene formality and divervaty of tone, and wth mow tneimi241 InTbod.
,c) may *stun no Sluetertlava, or use ambiguous ems
id) segues= the chronoiogy through mock: settesee structures, sometthres

nines on henry deems to woe atmosphere or feting* or aberacbana to
nuke areal parts:

it) is a variation on a burelhar literary shape ce a comply( verses of that type.
usually over are page long

by bug able to
(f.4) empathise welt and describe the farina bete* and rancor evolved:
(UV muneriedee the *midsize and flow of the wary ce pea=
U/5) woven and tease* the most updraft tnionnutok tidied leg rimed We

by pee nthog to redeem to the ter;
(fig) mum owe paw lorntrIslige or thoughts Wean the pare err **we maw
Up Wanly and moist the tuadeareneal paint at view Aspen the leg
0* farm aid irettfy a pawn* genies on the format cheese and the illant/vaktes

egret**.

RIALMING laterwei Ise Psedleal papaw

Way laud 1 compalseice ia neepakitsg phut symbols, is possuadedoa and ha talkies
shout Feld, the asowssey pre-eningitiass for ark.; ntssalsgot a wittiest
tat.

lieglamiag
Can recognise and awe the beim at the aipirehd, insepective of the eutpt
Can dinerestiree between hue* wards and nuntbers
Can watch Warillar slops In pint
Can tecepite weeds wilt sped* ripticsese Nadi as cent saws, family names

Developer
Can racoptee high beers* weeds out of meat
Can recap/se common familiar bard suns
Ca find a foray word Is a sestesce
Ca try stock sounding out to gusts at unhundiar words
Can temple a srnall variety of word potato*
Can temple, and blows the purpose of the me comma punctual** devices
Can express an opinion oa the appeal or smarm* of reading materials

18

fide Lewd 1
Can demonstrate meaning has been made from a prai..cal text that

(a) drabs funlilar procedures in everyday word;
(b) emphases the separate steps in the process in a relatively infect al tone;
(c) may include one or two clearly drawn, suitably-placed, disgrace
(d) uses single words or I - 3 short simple senWrees
(e) is a rudinurdary set of instructions or procedures

by being able to
(f/g) know the purpose of the text from the layout and graphics;
(f /g) recognise each word;
(f/g) recall prior knowledge of the subject
(g/h) carry out the task described, or latow If mare information is needed;
Od express a general opinion on the preaentation or the subject matter.

Exit Level 2
Can dtrronstrate that meaning has been made from a practical text that

(a) describes familiar prooedures, In mostly everyday word;
(b) addresses the reader with some formality;
(c) may Include a number of graphic features
(di use more than o e sentence type, such as au word lists and simple sentences

In the Imperative
(e) is a familiar, ball:ruction* type, perhaps wkh heading and attaheadings, about

one paragraph in length
by being able to

(fig) know the purposes of the text from the layout headings and graphic
(f/g) know how to comprehend the few unknown words;
(f/g) scan for particular details
(f/g) link it to prior knowledge on the nuttier,
(g/h) arty cut the task described, or know what information, if more, is needed;
Oil distinguish between the description of the technique or task and any other

messages conveyed by the text.

Exit Level 3
Can demonstrate meaning has been made from a practical text that

ia) describes unfamiliar procedures in a vocabulary that contains son technical
temp;

(b) is not necessanly a straightforward sequenced commands, perhaps containing
Information or interpretations that distract from the task or process;

(c) may thclude complex graphic materiali
(d) contains sentences that emphasise detail, pretion and sequence;
(e) is organised into e least 3 different textual chunks, up to half a page long overall

by being able to
(fig) state the purpose of the text from the layout headings, graphics and skimming

the whole text;
(f/g) comprehend new tectuucal words and explain the meaning of key words and

phrasee
(g) carry out the task or process described;
(It) assess the effectiveness of the text as an mitts:bon-giver,
Oil recover that a ccernys a parboil* point of view.

Exit Level 4
Can demonstrate meaning has been made from a practical text that

(a) mntabu some unfamiliar ideas, specialist knowledge and technical language;
(b) embodies a ran, of tows. poodbly including related topical information and/or

a commentary as well as the inerucuone
(c) may *chide ill-placed and /or highly compare dbtgramq
(d) uses a range of seidesce tram era
(e) is a conger' ample of its type. both In layout and in detail, cr one with

atuneraus distradians, up to at haw one page in itsgth
by beteg able to

(fig) owe the pdeury papaw of the test frcert layout heed lap, graphic and
durreresg the whale tab

(fig) pick out the trey daps La the laquence asd ittsally the who mew significaat
punt of the telt

(1) fallow the irtsuctioss asii/or awry out the sok daubed acoulady and
aispilftdr

W Mouth* Marra leetruedest and istergestalicet;
OJ ideretty saw abertomsdess ou tedriteuilarg reforwellea In the teak
fhl notify mid ally* tie plat of Vorn MIN& lets rd or akrted by the teat
01) wirer an peer bandodie aid uduiem, mod to that mow and raw.



READING COMPETENCE AT A GLANCE
RUMS COMPITINCit Mena fee User% liest

Wry Lang I: compafresce to recording pent spends, bt peormusditios and **Wog
about print, the neassesrypre-antalitioas foe makiag truants of a wring&
eat

Inginsateg
Can work* and acne the Wises of the *haat. insgsctive of the script
Can Masada* betvesea lettio4 words aid cambers
Caa trench similar shapes in risk
Can recognise wade with apsdial significasee suck as own name, family names

Developing
. Can recognise high *terse words out of context

Can recogalse cowmen familiar bread names
Can find a familiar word In a sestets*
Can try simple sounding out to guess at unfamiliar words
Can recognise a small variety of wont patterns
Can *cavils, and knows the purpose of the most common punctuation devices
Can express an opinion on the appeal or appearance of reading materials

Exit Level I
Can detronterate meaning has been made from a reference or *formative text that

(a) dean with a familiar topic In everyday language;
(b) is relatively informal in tone;
(c) contains simple graphic aids or illustrations;
(d) Is composed of simple sent:seen
(e) is an objectively presented simple introduction to the topic from one to three

restates long
by being able to

(f /g) get the main point
(f/g) locate one-word specific Information;
(f/g) recall prior knowledge on the toplq
(h) express a general opinion on the presentation or the subject nutter.

Exit Level 2
Can demonstrate meaning has been made from a reference or Informative text that:

(a) deals mostly with a familiar topic In =say everyday language;
(b) is completely in the formal tone of the third person;
(c) contains different types of images;
(d) describes telationstilps between even* phenomena or ideas sequentially;
(e) is an information text that is organised around "objective description,

classification or explanation at least one paragraph long
by being able to

(f/g) recognise its particular shape and sequence;
(f/g) point to the key sentences, often open and closing ones, that au mmarise the main

point(s);
(f/g) distinguish between generalisations and specific features or examples;
(f/g) link it to prior knowledge on the subject;
(h) detect any overtly expressed opinion(s).

Exit Level 3
Can demonstrate meaning has been made from a reference or informative text that

(a) contains abstractions and special* knowledge and terms (Including
abbreviations);

(b) It distant and impersonal In tone;
(c) may rely on technical drawings or concejt maps to convey some of the

information;
(d) uses language patterns that define, describe, explain, categoric, or claseify,'
(e) may be organised in a variety of formats, from dictionaries to reports to eibject-

specific text books, up to at least Gee page long
by being able to

(f/g) state the main points or ideas presented;
(f/g) point to the language devices that link the Weis in the text
(f/g) explain the meaning of key words and phrase
(f/g) spot mining, misleading or questionable informationn, evidence, sequence or

examples;
(h) describe the world view conveyed explkitly or implid:ty in the text;
(1) describe the relationship between the knowledge presented in the text and pnor

knowledge.

Eat Level 4
Can demonstrate meaning has been made from a reference or informative text that:

(a) contains detailed descriptions and some unfamiliar information In epeclaliard
language;

(b) Ls written as If a neutral presentation;
(C) may involve bibUovaphiss, footnotes, glossary, technical mops, charts or graphic

reptvientations;
(d) is construded from complex sentence and paragraph structures, featuring &bared

nouns, densely pacioni with meaning
(e) is a very dense abbreviated 'miry, report or subject-specific text, at least one

page in length, that carries its explanation over several paragraphs
by being able to

(f/g) identify the main Ideas. the eutordirute Ideas and the examples given;
(f/g) identify and describe the astute of the coeceptual mistionsthlp within the text, Le.

whether cause-sad-effect proldeencolution; or a "seem at classification;
(g) extract Warmth* rawest to a gives research task;
(s) use eery home suds as biAlographiss or footmen for trading down tetra

Informition;
00 difemetlete Warm data and laimpreediett;
Od analyse the aeockreees mach*
Od review sod teeniest pee loinvelsdie of the subplot aid gale.

1111111MG COMITTENCE Liessety fee Pebble Delesie_.

Zany Lend I: complement in irscqpniag prime symboin Is peoestadatios and in talking
about print, the net easy pre-ateditioss for making weal% of a written

Saglaarig
Cam mortar and name the letters of the alphabet, irrespective of the script
Can differentiate between Wars, words and numbers
Can match similar shapes in mint
Cant nowise words with special sigaidouice such as awn name, family names
Developlag
Can recognise high intent words out of context
Can recognise coercion familiar brand names
Can find a familiar word in a sentence
Can try simple sounding out to guess at unfamiliar words
Can recognise a small variety of word patterns
Can recognise, and knows the purpose of the most common punctuation devices
Can express an opinion on the appeal or appearance of reading materials

Exit Level I
Can demonstrate that leaning has been made from a persuasive text that:

(a) is concerned with a familiar topic and presented in strong everyday language.
(b) to conversational and straight- forward in tone;
(c) that may include a supportive or blatant Image that confirms the Language,
(d) consists of single words or simple sentences structured to persuade,
(e) is an expression of opinion, from one to three sentences long
by being able to
(f/g) state the point of view presented;
(f/g) point to any reasons given to justify this;
(f /g) recall any prior knowledge of the subject nutter,
(h) express an opinion on the strength or weakness of the position put, providing

one simple valid reason for this assessment;
(h) give own general viewpoint on the matter.

Exit Level 2
Can detronstote that meaning has been made from a persuasive text that:

(a) features a familiar racial or personal topic In mostly familiar language;
(b) has a touch of formality and fervour about it;
(c) may include images that add new information;
(d) hinges on the words and phrases that link the Ideas, and the power or the

evidence
(e) Is structured to provide both viewpoint and evidence, at least a paragraph long
by being able to
(f/g) recognise that the text in shaped to persuade.
(f/g) distinguish between the idea proposed and the evidence offered,
(f/g) link It to prior knowledge ui .e subject matter
(h) find examples of any persuasive devices used, and for what effect.
(h) rate it as a persuasive piece, giving reasoro why

Exit Level 3
Can demonstrate that meaning has been made from a persuasive test that

(a) features abstract concepts and pnncoples,
(b) conveys a tone of indisputable reasonableness.
(c) May Include images with mixed messages;
(d) uses language to make logical connections and inferences.
(e) maybe a discussion of 'pros" and 'cons", or an argument for one pow. .1 v.,

up to three paragraphs long
by being able to
(f/g) describe the stages in the development of the argument
(f/g) Identify the key ideas and supporting evidence or eartple,
(f/g) assess the appropriacy and/or relevance of the eviden,e.
(fig) explain the meaning of key words and phrases.
(h) highlight the strengths and weaknesses In the text,
(h) make a comparison between the stance conveyed by the tent and the rem.;,:

own position.

Exit Level 4
Can demonstrate that meaning has been made from a persuasive tett that

(a) introduces both familiar and unfamiliar concepts, ideas and language
(b) is seriously formal or ambiguous In tone,
(c) may Include imago, that emanate subtle or subliminal messages,

cunsisb of complex sentence and paragraph structures in which the ideas, and
evidence presented, are both explicit and Implicit;

Cr) Is a highly streamed piece of argument, up to at least one page long, or 01 a
particularly intense density that may be mane short

by being able to

(f/g) state the fundamental purpose of the piece;
g) describe the nature, structure and flow of the argument put forward,

(h) name, lit and evaluate the reasons and evidence given, whether relevant/
Irrelevant, logicai/illogicsi, true /untrue,

(h) ammo the overall effectiveness of the text, giving reason;
(It) desaibe the underlying values system implkit In the text
ad dmalbe how Y relatieto, and re-arraers own prior knowledge of ar i position

on, the tubed matter and genre.
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NINE EDUCATIONAL PRINCIPLES: Some questions addressed



NINE EDUCATIONAL PRINCIPLES: Some questions addressed

PRINCIPLE ONE: Literacy cannot be talked about as if it is a monolithic
undifferentiated whole, but rather that it needs to be seen as an amalgam of distinctive
"literacies" requiring a range of capacities to read and write texts that have been
constructed for quite particular social purposes.
What is literacy learning?
Most Victorian literacy curriculum documents argue that literacy should be seen
as the integration of speaking, listening, reading and writing and that student
development be described in terms of increasing competence in each of these.
This literacy model, whilst endorsing the integration of speaking, listening,
reading and writing, insists that literacy should not be defined only as facility
with different communication channels or linguistic media. Rather, these acts of
speaking, listening, reading and writing should be seen as ways of participating in
social life. Communication is not simply sending messages to one another, but
ways of engaging with one another to build aspects and patterns of meaning in
social life. Thus literacy learning is an apprenticeship into the ways of speaking,
listening, reading and writing that determine and result from different social
contexts.

There are, however, significant differences between speaking and listening on the
one hand, and reading and writing on the other. Speaking and listening tend to
be more interactive and thus more actively engaged in concrete action, while
reading and writing tend to be more distant and abstract and hence more
reflective. Both capacities, the capacity for concrete action and the capacity for
abstract understanding, are important for full participation in contemporary life.

PRINCIPLE TWO: The four "literacies" herein named as literacy for self-expression,
literacy for practical purposes, literacy for knowledge and literacy for participation in
public debate are fundamental to the development of the versatile and critical competence
needed for active participation in family, community and civic life, the workplace and
commercial life, education and governmental institutions.
Why four literacies?
These four literacies make up a greater whole called "literacy". Singling out four
is not meant to imply that there is an infinite number of " literacies" abroad, and
that these four have been chosen at random, or at the exclusion of others. They
are the result of taking a closer look at the global term "literacy" in order to be
very specific about what "literacy" entails. The four combined provide not only a
comprehensive model, encompassing the range of literacy activities to be found in
Victoria ALBE programs today, but also a broadly accommodating structure for
talking about literacy as it is evolving in Victoria today. These four " literacies"
were chosen because, together, they equip adults for the civic, socio-cultural and
job-related demands that contemporary Australian society places on its citizens.
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Described according to the particular social purposes they serve within
contemporary social life, these four literacies can be briefly summarised as:

literacy for self-expression: the capacity to read and write texts that
describe personal or vicarious experience, that experiment with the use of
language itself. It is often associated with the domain of personal values
and identity formation (eg. stories and journals);
literacy for practical purposes - the capacity to read and write texts that
give instructions, that initiate actions, that describe how to undertake
various learning strategies or complete tasks. It is often associated with
the domain of practical skill development (eg. manuals and safety
regulations);
literacy for knowledge - the capacity to read and write texts that describe
or explain "objectively", that favour the process of classifying and
sequencing of scientific or cultural phenomena, that sequence information
about particular topics. It is often associated with the domain of factual
knowledge acquisition (eg. dictionaries and encyclopaedia);
literacy for public debate - the capacity to read and write texts that discuss
or argue through a series of propositions. It is often associated with the
domain of civic participation (eg. "letters to the editor" and publicity
material).

Thus defined, these four literacies embrace the range of texts associated with
private life, the community, the workplace, education, politics and bureaucracy.
Because they spell out the different sorts of literacies that constitute the. literacy
demands of life today, they make it abundantly clear that competence in all four is
necessary for full and active participation. Indeed, together they provide the
requirements needed to achieve the traditional ALBE aims of personal
development, employment, further study and/or community participation. A
more detailed description of the four " literacies" or domains follows in the next
section.

It is worth stressing, however, that because they are different literacies, each with
its own distinctive social purpose and social outcomes, competence in one does
not ensure competence in any of the others. It is to ensure that ALBE students
become competent in each of these socially empowering literacies that this model
has singled out, named and addressed these particular four.

PRINCIPLE THREE: The four literacies, whilst named separately for the purpose of
highlighting which literacies define literacy competence today, are not autonomous
compartments that exist apart from each other.
But can, or should they, be separated from each other?
The purpose of naming these four literacies is two-fold:

(a) to stress that "literacy" is made up of distinctive purpose-specific
"literacies ", and that the four named here are derived from what our society
values as "literacy" today;
(b) to emphasise that literacy competence, and the knowledge and power
that accompany it, must mean competence in all four literacies.
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The act of naming is a deliberate act of making explicit what counts 'for
(educational) achievement in Victoria today. This attempt to spell out what is
often implicitly only known by the more educationally successful runs the risk,
however, of implying that these four domains are stand-alone, disconnected
entities. Any text contains traces, however faint, of the four. All four literacies co-
exist within each other. Because all texts however have evolved to fulfil particular
social purposes, in any situation one literacy serves that purpose better than any
other, and is, therefore, the primary organising presence in that context for that
purpose. For example, the narrative form has evolved to tell stories, to highlight
the personal voice, whereas the procedural form has evolved to enable a dear
description of how to carry out some particular activity. In any particular
situation, that literacy, with its associated conventions and linguistic features will
be the dominant influence, the others being servants to that end. So it is fitting to
separate "literacy" into four literacies, each with its own special domain, whilst
simultaneously remembering that each generally carries resona-aces of the others.

Competence then comes to consist of being able to understand and demonstrate
the specific purposes of different texts, and of knowing when and how to
recognise and construct multi-generic texts.

This stranding out, though necessarily an awkward contrivance, is proposed
nevertheless as an essential first step by which a literate person approaches the
ultimate goal of developing a vast repertoire of language resources. It is proposed
as the groundwork needed for constructing, modifying, playing with and
combining the four "literacies" specified here.

PRINCIPLE FOUR: This literacy model does not concentrate on meaning at the expense
of "the basics".
What about "the basics" such as spelling, punctuation and grammar?
Although this literacy model is couched in terms of the way language is used to
make meanings in specific contexts in relation to key purposes, it is essential to
keep in mind that these meanings are made by drawing on the lexical and
grammatical features of the English language. This means that to explicitly teach
ALBE students how to participate in making the meanings appropriate to these
different purposes necessarily entails detailed attention to "the basics" of language.
Issues of spelling, grammar, punctuation, layout and vocabulary are key vehicles
for teaching students precisely how to make the meanings they need.

For example, workers who need ALBE in order to undertake industry training
need to understand the characteristic grammar used in their training curriculum
documents for defining, illustrating and explaining procedures, uses, functions
and structures. Explicit attention to the detailed linguistic ways these are done is
crucial if workers are to read them with understanding.

So, this literacy model does not concentrate on meaning at the expense of "the
basics". Rather it makes sense of "the basics" for ALBE students by relating "the
basics" to meanings and purposes, and it makes sense of meanings and purposes
by relating them back to "the basics" of language.

4



PRINCIPLE I WE: The development of competence in various literacies is intimately
entwined with, and influenced by, cognitive, emotional, psychological and social factors.

What about self-confidence and conceptual development?
The influence of cognitive, emotional, psychological and social development on
literacy development, debated long and hard for quite some time now, is not
ignored in this model. It is approached, however, in relation to what meaning a

. student makes of texts. The key principle underlying this model is that meaning -
making is the result of the encounter between an individual person (and all the
forces that shape and have shaped him/her) and the characteristics of the text in
question. The diagram at the end of this section on page 8 illustrates this model.
This diagram shows that key agents - gender, class, ethnicity, race, age and
schooling - shape an individual's mind, voice and self. The term "mind, voice and
self" is a short-hand way of talking about all those factors long recognised by
literacy workers as shaping influences, factors such as self-confidence, cognitive
ability, linguistic knowledge, personal and cultural experience, and general
cultural and world knowledge. It also shows how the social purpose (whether
self-expression, practical purposes, knowledge or public debate) shapes the way a
text is constructed. Literacy competence comes to mean the degree of meaning-
making that occurs when the two come into contact. As Appendix 7 shows, the
degree of literacy competence is determined by the knowledge of texts a person
brings, which in turn is determined by prior encounters with texts which is
determined by the life experiences of the person to date.

There is some evidence that suggests that the maturing of self, voice and mind,
alters a person's perception of language. As an individual's sense of self expands,
so does his/her perception of the role and possibilities of language. This research
suggests that the four stages described below, which relate quite strongly to the
anecdotal evidence of ALBE practitioners about the stages in literacy
development,are fairly common. These stages, described b) Belenky et al, are:

(i) language as a tool for representing external experience ("gazing outward
from own eyes");

(ii) language as a means of collecting facts, rather than ideas ("reads the lines
and follows the plot - but not much reading between the lines");

(iii) language as an outlet for the inner voice ("believes first hand experience
and the inner voice are the final arbiters of truth");

(iv) language as a repertoire of techniques for engaging in critical analysis and
substantiating opinions ("recognises and respects the world's complexities).

This model therefore acknowledges the indisputable influence of psycho-social
factors on how (and how well) students engage with texts by incorporating
expanding cognitive and conceptual abilities into its descriptions of the four levels
of increasing sophistication.
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PRINCIPLE SIX: ALBE programs, if they are to contribute to adults being effectively
functioning human beings in a late twentieth century western society like Australia, need
to teach students to recognise, interpret, use, critique and adapt the various "literacies"
and related texts that exist in and shape our contemporary society.
What do teachers and students need to know?
This model highlights the role of teacher as one knowledgeable about language, its
conventions and purposes. It stresses the role of consciously initiating students
into the full range of texts that make up and shape life today, and into the
language and literacy activities needed to become both competent language users
and critical thinkers in modern industrial society.

PRINCIPLE SEVEN: Although different ALBE programs may emphasise a specific
literacy, they will be unable to totally exclude the other literacies.
Could a program teach one literacy only?
An ALBE program in a particular setting may be tempted to try to deal with only
one of these literacies and exclude the other three. However, it would soon
become clear that this was self-defeating and ineffective. Different programs will
concentrate their focus on specific literacies but will find they cannot exclude the
three literacies without undermining their own goal.

For example, a workplace ALBE program may try to focus only the language
used for enacting specific workplace procedures. However, even in attempting
this they will find that it is not possible to exclude issues to do with personality
and culture (literacy for self expression), issues to do with understanding how and
why machines and procedures are constructed as they are (literacy for
knowledge), and issues to do with the meaning and motives of various policies
and decisions (literacy for public debate). Attempting to exclude these issues
would undermine skid formation for a multi-skilled workforce.

As the Finn Review has pointed out, these different competencies are increasingly
complementary. So, although different ALBE contexts may emphasise a specific
literacy, they will be unable to totally exdude the other literacies without
undermining their own goals of providing effective programs.

PRINCIPLE EIGHT: The scope of ALBE can be seen as a developmental pathway from
the earliest stages of reading and writing to a readiness to undertake a wide range of
employment, vocational training, and other formal study (including VCE) opportunities.
Based on Victorian ALBE program trends, this learning model identifies four key
milestones along this pathway.
Why Four Levels?
The four stages chosen draw on the features of ALBE program design and
placement practice and notions of progress that are commonly found in Victoria
today. It became clear through the consultations that most practitioners work on
an unwritten notion of student progression through stages, and it is this notion
wnich they draw on when assessing students.
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These particular four levels were chosen because this reflects where most Victorian
ALBE practitioners locate the significant literacy milestones on a continuous
unbroken pathway of literacy development. Whilst acknowledging that each level
is very broad, spanning within it a huge range of literacy abilities, it is felt to be
preferable to leave the fine tuning and sub-division within each level to the field-
testing stage. One suggestion worth testing in this stage is that of sub-dividing
each level into (i) beginning, (ii) developing and (iii) close to the competence
described. This model already demonstrates this for level one as a way of plotting
the steps towards reading/writing one sentence.

The Adult Basic Education framework therefore provides, for the first time, an
opportunity for Victorian practitioners to speak a common language whilst
referring to a common map of student progress. The particular strength of this
literacy model is not only that it allows practitioners to have a common
understanding of key literacy milestones, but it also provides a simple, but precise
way of talking with students about areas of literacy competence where they are
strong, and areas needing development. It provides a handy way of mapping
where students are, and where they can, want or need to go. As well as
highlighting the fruits of a student's labours, it provides a way of seeing what's
budding. The characteristics of each level are described, in general conceptual
terms, in the next section on the Four Literacies and, in particular language terms,
in the competence statements themselves at the end of this document.

PRINCIPLE NINE: This curriculum model, whilst inevitably culture-bound and time-
bound like any human artefact constructed at a particular historical point in time, is
designed to be flexible enough to accommodate a vast array of contexts and ALBE
purposes.
How culturally inclusive is it?
As Freebody and Luke assert, "Any notions about what constitutes satisfactory
literacy performance are historically and culturally determined". Because we live
in a culture of the printed word, in a society that prizes authorship and
composition, and that rewards particular kinds of literacy competence, this model
is quite consciously designed to ensure that contemporary adults can participate
fully and effectively in that society, if they so choose.

By implication, however, it urges teachers and students to ask "Why does our
society favour these literacies? What about the literacies other cultures value?
What about other culturally valued forms of communication?" By implication,
then, it demands discussion of the various ways in which different cultures
employ different literacies, of the social justice issues to do with dominance and
oppression, justice and injustice, power and powerlessness connected with
language and literacy as expressed and measured in contemporary multicultural
Australia.
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Appendix Two

ORGANISATION OF THE COMPETENCE STATEMENTS
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ORGANISATION OF THE COMPETENCE STATEMENTS

This project to develop adult literacy competence statements began with two
, hypotheses proposed by the Curriculum Design Working Group. They were to

describe four levels of progress through four domains of literacy. This was often
conveyed via the following empty diagram that shows the terms that were in use at
that time:

4

3

Domains

Personal Instructional Informative Argumentative

One of the objectives of this first pi Lase of this project was to fill in the diagram, in
other words, to write the competence statements for each of Reading and Writing.
This meant 16 statements (4 levels x 4 literacies) for Writing, and 16 for Reading.

The first issue to be resolved therefore, was how to design and organise the content
of the statements. This came down to addressing:

* what are the common strands running through each literacy domain along
which progress can be plotted?

* how can the writing of the statements (incorporating these strands) be
structured so that the developmental pathway through the levels is dear?

The common threads were chosen following an extensive literature search and after
lengthy consultation with experienced ALBE practitioners in the field, all of whom
are referred to in the "Acknowledgments". The common strands running through
each level in each domain that were chosen have been designed both for Reading and
Writing, and are separately described in the preludes to each of the Reading and
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Writing Competence Statements in following sections.

The general structure chosen for presenting the Competence Statements was the same
for both Writing and Reading. It hinged on the word "can", thus transforming the
empty grid into:

Levels

Levels

4

3

P

Domains

I Inf A
.

Can _
.

Can ---. Can Can _

Can _ Can Can
_

Can Can Can

Can _ Can _ Can

_

Can _
..

P

WRITING

Domains

I Inf A

Can ---__ Can _ Can Can
_

Can Can _ Can Can _

Can _ Can Can Can

Can = Can Can Can __

READING



Appendix Three

ORGANISATION OF THE WRITING COMPETENCE STATEMENTS
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ORGANISATION OF THE WRITING COMPETENCE STATEMENTS

Introduction

The sixteen Writing competence statements describe the competence displayed at
the "exit" end of each level. This then means that the "exit" level of one becomes a
guide for "entry" level for the one to follow. For level one, the entry points chosen
are descriptions of beginning and developing competence in forming letters, other
print symbols and isolated words, the necessary pre-conditions for composing a
piece of writing. Exit level one is defined as the composition of a sentence,
however simple or brief.

All the statements in this discussion paper follow the same format. It is as
follows:

Exit Level (..)
Can compose a ( ... NAME OF TEXT TYPE, e.g.
argumentative ... ) that
(a) ... (something about the SUBJECT MATTER) ...

(b) ... (something about the TONE) ...

(c) ... (something about the LANGUAGE FEATURE
(d) ... (something about the LENGTH /SHAPE)

narrative, procedural, factual,

characteristics
of the text,

S) showing the four
common strands

For example, the level 2 Writing competence statement for "Literacy for Public
Debate" reads as follows:

Exit Level 2.
Can compose a simple argument (N!IE OF TEXT TYPE) that:
(a) offers evidence for a point of view on the basis of personal and

popular knowledge; (SUBJECT MATTER)
(b) appeals to the emotions through exclamations and emotive words;

(TONE)
(c) links two pieces of information logically through the use of simple

cause-and-effect conjunctions (eg. "because"), with spasmodic
accuracy in spelling; (LANGUAGE FEATURES)

(d) organises the paragraph into main point followed by reason.
(LENGTH /SHAPE)

This format makes it possible to describe what a student can do, within each of
the four literacies, at each of four exit levels, according to the same four criteria,
referred to as (a) - (d) above, described in detail on pages 26 - 29.

The relationship between levels, literacies and strands is expressed graphically on
the next page.
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Value and Limitations of the Grid

The grid format, whilst a rigid representation, does have some virtues. It enables
a lot of information to be condensed into a relatively small space. Depending on
the information sought, the grid can be read in different ways for different
purposes. Two popular needs it serves can be seen by reading it:

(i) vertically, as a developmental student pathway from entry level 1 to exit
level 4, the pathway being made up of four continuous strands, (a)-(d), that
run right through the grid; or

(ii) br,rizontally, as a total statement at any one level providing a
mprehensive literacy profile at that level.

Appendices 8 and 9 demonstrate both these purposes. Appendix 8 shows levels 1
to 4 in each literacy domain, and Appendix 9 shows the four literacies at each
level. %ole picture of writing competence at a glance can be found in
Volume ir16!

Strands in the Writing Competence Statements

The strands (a)-(d) referred to above summarise the factors that emerged as key
.res of texts, thus key. indicators of writing development. These four aspects -

subject matter, tone, language features (whether speech-like or writing-like) and
shapellength - provide a multi-stranded way of looking at a text to see how
meaning is constructed. The model enables the relationship between social
purpose (whether self-expression, practical purpose, knowledge or public debate)
and the text constructed to be studied at dose range. The diagram below
illustrates this relationship.

Text SUBJECT 111.112

Tat TOE

Text LUGDACI

Text WE

ti
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This diagram demonstrates that when the social purpose changes, so do the
elements within the text constructed to achieve that purpose. For example, if the
text is a set of instructions, the shape or structure of the text will be very different
from that of a narrative or an argumentative essay. Likewise, the subject matter
(knowledge and vocabulary) tone and language devices - the means of constructing
that text - will all be influenced by the structure that best meets the purpose. The
example shown at the beginning of this section shows how this happens with a
simple argumentative text.

Each of the four strands ranges over a continuum from simple to more complex
that is displayed on the following page.

Strand (a) refers to the subject matter;
strand (b) refers to the tone of the text;
strand (c) refers to the move from the linguistic characteristics associated
with speech to those associated with writing;
and strand (d) refers to the overall genre structure or organisational patterns
in the text.

The items dustered at the end of each continuum are an abbreviated way of
defining the spectrum of development from level one to level four for each strand.

The four strands on the following pages describe some of the characteristics, and
the degrees of sophistication in competence from exit level one to exit level four for
each of the elements, subject matter, tone, language modes and shape /length, that make
a text what it is. They are a way of describing writing that highlights meaning-
making in composing any written piece. Describing competence in writing in
relation to these four strands gives prominence to the content and the way it is
organised, and sees the surface features as servants of meaning.
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SUBJECT MATTER I

STRAND (a)

Entry Level 1

First hand here-and-now experience
Concrete /dose /egocentric knowledge
Everyday knowledge and vocabulary
Imprecise unmodified generality
Literal

Exit Level 4

Wide ranging in time and topic
Abstract/distant/multi-cultural /multi-perspective
knowledge
Technical/specialist knowledge and vocabulary
Specific well-defined particularity
Inferential

1713



STRAND (b)

Entry Lidevjeill

Uncritical strance re subject matter
Highly personalised chatty tone
Writer embedded in the text
"Subjective"
Uncertainty/inappropriacy of mood(s)

TONE

Exit Level 4

Critical relationship with subject matter
Impersonal more formal tone
Writer distant from text
"Objective"
Consistently and confidently sustained appropriate
mood(s)

18
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Entry Leven.
Spoken-like: language with action
Spontaneous
Shared context contributes to meaning
Dialogue
Immediate audience \
External referencing: ambiguous reference to theme/participants outside speech
Lexically sparse (few content words)
Unbroken flow
Loosely co-ordinated simple sentences
Mostly additive conjunctions (e.g. "and")
Active voice
Predominance of verbs \
Encoded in sound: intonation and pauses
Range and characteristics of spoken genres
Language accompanying action

STRAND (c)

LANGUAGE:
From Informal Speech to Formal Writing

Exit Level 4
Written-like: language of reflection
Pre-planned
Lexical items replace reference to external items
Monologue \
Distant audience'
Internal referencing: consistent tracking of
theme/participants within the text
-exically dense (a high percentage of content words)
Chunked into sentences, paragraphs, and the appropriate
generic layout
Coherent organisation of different and complex dause
types
Connections made through verbs and nouns as well as
conjunctions
Passive voice
Use of nominalisation
Encoded in print grapho-phonic conventions, with poor
to high degree of accuracy in spelling
Range and characteristics of written genres
Language distant from the action
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SHAPE/LENGTH I

STRAND (d)

Entry Level 1

Rudimentary genre structure
Simple connections and organisation of ideas
Shortish: can sustain for a short while

Exit Level 4

Well developed and sustained genre structure
Complex connections and organisation of ideas
Longish: can sustain for some length
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Appendix Four

WRITING COMPETENCE
16 statements

4 exit levels x 4 literacy domains
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Entry Level 1:

WRITING COMPETENCE: Literacy for Self Expression

degrees of competence in forming letters, other print symbols
and isolated words, and in talking about print, the necessary
pre-conditions for composing a piece of writing.

Beginning
Can copy numbers, letters and simple familiar words
Can copy own name and address
Can reproduce most of the alphabet
Developing
Can reproduce own personal details accurately (eg. name, address, age)
Cart spell a few familiar phoneticaay regular words accurately
Can reproduce a limited number of familiar words independently
Can reproduce the most common punctuation devices
Can use a basic vocabulary of print (eg. letter, word, sentence)

Exit Level 1
Can compose a recount that

(a) presents a single familiar activity, idea or experience;

(b) expresses a "here-and-now" personal perspective;

(c) is arranged in simple chronological order, sometimes a long sentence
with lots of "ands", and with uneven accuracy in spelling;

(d) is likely to be from 1-2 sentences.

Exit Level 7
Can compose a narrative, recount or piece of imaginative writing that:

(a) attempts to combine 2 - 4 personally familiar events, ideas or
experiences;

(b) includes a broader personal view point than the personally
immediate, referring to other times and places;

(c) uses .pronouns precisely, provides descriptive details about
actions/people/things/places/thoughts considered unfamiliar to the
reader, and with spasmodic accuracy in spelling;

(d) is arranged into a coherent paragraph, the individual sentences being
linked by language devices to do with time so as to form a fluid
narrative sequence.
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Exit Level 3
Can compose a.narTative, recount or a piece of imaginative writing that

(a) combines 3 or more ideas or experiences beyond the writer's own
everyday, first-hand experience;

(b) acknowledges at least one other point of view;

(c) can connect personal views, personal experiences, the action and/or
characters to more general ideas, and with considerable accuracy in
spelling;

(d) sequences 2 paragraphs coherently and displays control of narrative
chronology (past, present or future) and topic focus.

Exit Level 4
Can compose a narrative, recount or a piece of creative/imaginative/expressive
writing that:

(a) ranges over a wide sweep of topics, beliefs, issues and experiences,
either personal or imaginative;

(b) incorporates a range of values and perspectives, not all supportive of
the writer's own view;

(c) uses literary devices and evocative descriptions of character and
atmosphere to locate people and events in time and space, to convey
feelings and to infer attitudes, and with a high degree of accuracy in
spelling;

(d) shapes a variety of paragraph structures, sentence structures,
descriptive devices, voices, rhythms and tenses to demonstrate a
moral or point, the structure often consisting of some variation on
setting/situation, problem, climax, resolution.
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WRITING COMPETENCE: Litsracv for Practical Purposes

Entry Level 1: degrees of competence in forming letters, other print symbols
and isolated words, and in talking about print, the necessary
pre-conditions for composing a piece of writing.

Beginning
Can copy numbers, letters and simple familiar words
Can copy own name and address
Can reproduce most of the alphabet
Developing
Cart reproduce own personal details accurately (eg. name, address, age)
Can spell a few familiar phonetically regular words accurately
Can reproduce a limited number of familiar words independently
Can reproduce the most common punctuation devices
Can use a basic vocabulary of print (eg. letter, word, sentence)

Exit Level 1
Can compose a simple practical text that:

(a) describes familiar procedures in everyday terms;

(b) may move between "I" and "you";

(c) refers to the process/ingredients/steps in general terms, and with
uneven accuracy in spelling;

(d) is usually one or two short sentences.

Exit Level 2
Can compose a practical text that

(a) models a familiar type;

(b) describes process clearly, e.g. by beginning each sentence connected
with the sequence of events with a verb;

(c) provides specific factual description (eg. shape, size, colour, amount,
etc.) about the ingredients, utensils and/or procedures, with
spasmodic accuracy in spelling;

(d) creates an orderly sequence through the use of headings, lists and
linking words to do with time (eg. first, then ...).

24
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Exit Level 3
Can compose two descriptions for the one procedure that:

(a) demonstrate the variations in layout and language features possible
within the procedural type;

(b) display a variety of tones from formal to informal;

(c) provide quite detailed factual descriptions of both the materies and
the process, with special attention to details of position and sequence,
and with considerable accuracy in spelling;

(d) sequence logically and chronologically by clearly separating goals,
materials (if relevant) and steps.

Exit Level 4
Can compose a detailed procedural description for either everyday and technical
purposes that:

(a) displays knowledge of the specialist technical language and layout
features of different instructional text types;

(b) may include a commentary (eg. usefulness, danger), as well as clear
precise instructions;

(c) provides a very detailed outline of how, where, with what and when,
without ambiguity, and with a high degree of accuracy in spelling;

(d) sequences logically by subdividing each stage into headings, sub-
headings and numbers, and reinforces clarity with well-chosen, well-
placed diagrams.
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Entry Level 1:

WRITING COMPETENCE: Literacy for Knowledge

degrees of competence in forming letters, other print symbols
and isolated words, and in talking about print, the necessary
pre-conditions for composing a piece of writing.

Beginning
Can copy numbers, letters and simple familiar words
Can copy own name and address
Can reproduce most of the alphabet
Developing
Can reproduce own personal details accurately (eg. name, address, age)
Can spell a few familiar phonetically regular words accurately
Can reproduce a limited number of familiar words independently
Can reproduce the most common punctuation devices
Can use a basic vocabulary of print (eg. letter, word, sentence)

Exit Level 1
Can compose a factual statement that:

(a) presents one or two items of familiar information in everyday
commonplace language;

(b) uses the third person to convey a tone of formality but may include a
personal opinion in the first person;

(c) relies mostly on simple sentences in the present tense to convey
objective information about features or happenings, and with uneven
accuracy in spelling;

(d) is likely to be 1 - 2 descriptive or explanatory sentences.

Exit Level 2
Can compose a short report that:

(a) organises a number of well-spaced items of factual information or
explanation on one topic, using some technical language;

(b) presents information in the neutral tone of a researcher/reporter;

(c) relies mainly on active verbs to explain "how" or "why", to describe
processes, events and procedures, and with spas__ odic accuracy in
spelling;

(d) starts with an initial general statement which is then followed by
description or explanation, in which the information is ordered by
cause-and-effect or classification connections.
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Exit Level 3
Can compose an informative or explanatory report that:

(a) classifies different parts or topics of a knowledge area in relation to
each other;

(b) creates a formal tone by using and defining abstract and technical

terms appropriate to the discipline or subject;

(c) shows early signs of condensing ideas, processes, descriptions
and/or explanations into abstract nouns, with a considerable

accuracy in spelling;

(d) sequences facts/explanations into an orderly system or a fluid

sequence of topic paragraphs, often marked by an introductory topic

sentence.

Exit Level 4
Can compose an informative, explanatory or academic report that:

(a) organises a range of concepts and facts within a specialist field of
knowledge;

(b) presents the range of definitions or view points "objectively";

(c) features dense sentences containing a number of abstract concepts,
and with a high degree of accuracy in spelling;

(d) organises paragraphs into a coherent system or account by using
linking devices that show conceptual connections and/or causal
relationships.
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Entry Level 1:

WRITING COMPETENCE: Literacy for Public Debate

degrees of competence in forming letters, other print symbols
and isolated words, and in talking about print, the necessary
pre-conditions for composing a piece of writing.

Beginning
Can copy numbers, letters and simple familiar words
Can copy own name and address
Can reproduce most of the alphabet
Developing
Can reproduce own personal details accurately (eg. name, address, age)
Can spell a few familiar phonetically regular words accurately
Can reproduce a limited number of familiar words independently
Can reproduce the most common punctuation devices
Can use a basic vocabulary of print (eg. letter, word, sentence)

Exit Level 1
Can compose a statement of opinion that:

(a) expresses a personal point of view on a familiar matter;

(b) is expressed unconditionally;

(c) is expressed as a simple sentence, and with uneven accuracy in
spelling.

(d) is a statement, not proof, of an opinion;

Exit Level 2
Can compose a simple argument that:

(a) offers evidence for a point of view on the basis of personal and
popular knowledge;

(b) appeals to the emotions through exclamations and emotive words;

(c) links two pieces of information logically through the use of simple
cause-and-effect conjunctions (eg. "because"), and with spasmodic
accuracy in spelling;

(d) organises the paragraph into a main point followed by reason.
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Exit Level 3
Can compose an argumentative piece of writing that

(a) engages with a personally relevant social or public issue;

(b) admits there are "pros" and "cons", and avoids sweeping one-sided
emotive generalisations and expresses tentativeness;

(c) proves its point through linking ideas and information logically, and
with considerable accuracy in spelling;

(d) sequences a piece into statement of issue, presentation of at least two
reasons and summing up.

Exit Level 4
Can compose a reasoned argumentative text that:

(a) deals with abstract social concepts, issues or values of public concern;

(b) gives an analytical presentation of alternative evidence as well as the
writer's own qualified position;

(c) links the main ideas, with evidence, references and quotes, into a
persuasive logical whole through the use of connective devices
associated with reasoning, and with a high degree of accuracy in
spelling;

(d) moves from introduction, to presentation of several forms of
evidence and/or points of view, to a summarising condusion.
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Appendix Five

ORGANISATION OF n-IE READING COMPETENCE STATEMENTS



ORGANISATION OF THE READING COMPETENCE STATEMENTS

Introduction

Each of the sixteen Reading competence statements describes the competence
displayed at the "exit" end of each of the four levels for each of the four literacies.
This then means that the "exit" level of one becomes a guide for the "entry" level for
the one to follow. For level one, the entry points chosen are beginning and
developing competence in recognising print symbols and in pronundatior, the
necessary pre-conditions for making meaning of any text, no matter how basic. Exit
level one is defined as making meaning of one sentence, however simple or brief.

The format !.3 an extension of that designed for the Writing competence statements.
Given the volume of variables in the reading process, and the complexity of their
inter-action, the format is an attempt to catch this multi-faceted dynamism. The
format chosen is two-layered, and looks like this:

Exit Level (..)
Can demonstrate that meaning has been made from
e.g. narrative, procedural, factual, argumentative ...
(a) ... (something about the SUBJECT MATTER) ..

(b) ... (something about the TONE) ...
(c) ... (something about the GRAPHIC FEATURES
(d) ... (something about the LANGUAGE FEATUR
(e) ... (something about SHAPE /LENGTH)
by being able to
(f) ... (something about COMPREHENSION) ...
(g) ... (something about APPLICATION) ...
(h) ... (something about CRITIQUE) ...

a ( ... NAME OF TEXT TYPE,
) that

Characteristics
of the text,

) showing the four
ES) ... common strands

What the reader
does with the text,
showing the three
common threads

For example, the level 2 reading competence statement for "Literacy for Self-
Expression" reads as follows:

Exit Level 2
Can demonstrate that meaning has been made from a narrative or literary text
(NAME OF TEXT TYPE) that:

(a) presents mostly familiar characters, setting or events in mostly everyday
language (SUBJECT MATTER);

(b) has more than one clearly indicated voice or perspective (TONE);
(c) may contain related illustrations (GRAPHICS);
(d) uses a variety of sentences linked by conjunctions to do with time to

create a simple chronological sequence (LANGUAGE FEATURES);
(e) has the structure of a story about a paragraph long (SHAPE /LENGTH).
by being able to
(f/g) identify the main point and general flow of the story or piece;
(f/g) locate key descriptive details;
(f/g) link it to prior personal knowledge or experiences, with similar stories

or literary texts.
(h) express an opinion on particular characters or the story as a whole;
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In this literacy model, the main object of reading is taken to be that of making
meaning from a text. The variables involved in reading are therefore considered to
be the nature of the text itself and the range and nature of the resources the reader
brings to that text. Many of these resources are deployed invisibly or silently: it is
only when considering what is done with or said about the invisible processes that
reading competence is made manifest. The strands, then, have been designed to
incorporate the dynamic relationship between (a) the complexity of a text, on the one
hand, and, on the other (b) the range of resources the reader brings and the various
ways in which the reader demonstrates meaning-making.

It is important to acknowledge at this point the influence of Luke and Freebodys
thinking on the choice and arrangement of these strands. There has been a
conscientious attempt to take account of their position that a "successful reader in our
society needs to develop and sustain the resources to adopt four related roles,

as code-breaker,
text participant,
text user and
text analyst".

The strands synthesise these roles.

Strands in the Reading Competence Statements.

Strands (a) - (e), descriptions of the independent threads that go to make texts, are
similar to those presented in the section on the Writing Strands, with the addition or
an extra one to do with graphics:

strand (a) refers to the subject matter;
strand (b) refers to the tone of the text;
strand (c) refers to the graphic features (where relevant);
strand (d) to the move from the linguistic characteristics associated with
speech to those associated with writing; and
strand (e) refers to the overall genre structure or organisational patterns in the
text.

The subsequent strands, strands (f) - (h) are descriptions of the inter-related
manifestations of how reading competence is demonstrated, of what a competent
reader does with t:ie text. These have been categorised into strands to do with the
degree of understanding displayed, effectiveness in using the text, and the extent of
critical analysis undertaken:

strand (f) refers to the comprehension continuum;
strand (g) refers to the application continuum; and
strand (h) refers to the critique continuum.

Because they intertwine so much, they are often teamed together in the competence
statements. Descriptions of these strands now follow.
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0N STRAND (f)
Entry Level 1
Comprehend literal idea
Identify main ideaN
Recognise different basic text structures
Recall some prior knowledge of the subject/topic

COMPREHENSION
Exit Level 4 N
Comprehend inferential meaning
Identify key ideas and supporting details
Detect the significance of the relationship between
organised patterns in texts (structure) and the ideas and
was of knowing and thinking they express
Review and re-arrange knowledge of the subject/topic

4
STRAND (g)

Entry Level 1
Carry out a simply described task required by the text
or an external agent (e.g. teacher)

APPLICATION 1

Exit Level 4
Carry out a complex or inadequately described task,
required by the text or an external agent (e.g. teacher)

4
STRAND (h)

Entry Level 1
Recognise clearly expressed fact and opinion
Express a simple opinion on the topic, subject matter or
general presentation N

CRITIQUE
Exit Level 4 N
Differentiate between data and veiled interpretation
Identify and evaluate the ideas and values implied in and
by the text, induding the writer's standpoint

34
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Appendix Six

READING COMPETENCE
16 statements

4 exit levels x 4 literacy domains
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Entry Level 1:

READING COMPETENCE: Literacy for Self-Expression

competence in recognising print symbols, in pronunciation and
in talking about print, the necessary pre-conditions for making
meaning of a written text.

Beginning
Can recognise and name the letters of the alphabet, irrespective of the script
Can differentiate between letters, words and numbers
Can match similar shapes in print
Can recognise words with special significance such as own name, family
names
Developing
Can recognise high interest words out of context
Can recognise common familiar brand names
Can find a familiar word in a sentence
Can try simple sounding out to guess at unfamiliar words
Can recognise a small variety of word patterns
Can recognise, and knows the purpose of, the most common punctuation
devices
Can express an opinion on the appeal or appearance of reading materials

Exit Level 1
Can demonstrate that meaning has been made from a narrative or literary text that:

(a) presents recognisable people, setting or events in everyday words;
(b) is chatty in tone;
(c) may rely on well-placed, complementary illustrations;
(d) uses simple sentence structures;
(e) has a simple story shape from one to three sentences long

by being able to

WO demonstrate word attack skills other than simple phonic ones;
(f/g) express graphically or verbally what the story or piece is generally

about;
(fig) identify particular minimal details about the characters, events or

setting;
(f/g) recall prior knowledge on the subject;
(h) express a general opinion on the presentation or the subject matter.

Exit Level 2
Can demonstrate that meaning has been made from a narrative or literary text that

(a) presents mostly familiar characters, setting or events in mostly everyday
language;

(b) has more than one dearly indicated voice or perspective;
(c) may contain related illustrations;
(d) uses a variety of sentences linked by conjunctions to do with time to

create a simple chronological sequence;
(e) has the structure of a story about a paragraph long
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by being able to
(f/g) identify the main point and general flow of the story or piece;
(fig) locate key descriptive details;
(f/g) link it to prior personal knowledge or experiences, with similar stories

or literary texts;
(h) express an opinion on particular characters or the story as a whole.

Exit Level 3
Can demonstrate that meaning has been made from a narrative or literary text that:

(a) introduces ideas or people or settings from unfamiliar times or places,
with some unknown vocabulary;

(b) includes changes in voice or tone that are not always clearly signalled;
(c) may contain illustrations that add to, rather than, illustrate the text;
(d) is constructed by a variety of sentence structures and tenses, not

necessarily presenting a strictly chronological order;
(e) has the structure of a familiar recount or literary type, at least a page

long
by being able to
(f/g) identify and describe the main stages in the piece;
(f/g) locate and explain the meaning of key words and phrases;
(f/g) determine the purpose and message of this narrative or literary piece;
(f/g) find examples of the techniques used to achieve this end;
(h) contrast with known comparable texts.

Exit Level 4
Can demonstrate that meaning has been made from a narrative or literary text that:

(a) introduces a wide range of not necessarily familiar concepts, characters,
places, events and/or ideas in very precise detailed or abstract
language;

(b) has some formality and diversity of tone, and with some meanings
implied;

(c) may feature no illustrations, or use ambiguous ones;
(d) sequences the chronology through complex sentence structures,

sometimes relying on literary devices to evoke atmosphere or feelings,
or abstractions to make moral points;

(e) is a variation on a familiar literary shape or a complex version of that
type, usually over one page long

by being able to
(f/g) empathise with and describe the feelings, beliefs and sensations

evolved;
(f/g) summarise the structure and flow of the story or piece;
(f/g) recognise and identify the most significant information, including

inferred ideas, by pointing to evidence in the text;
(f/g) review own prior knowledge or thoughts about the genre or subject

matter;
(h) identify and examine the fundamental point of view shaping the text;
(h) form and justify a personal opinion on the format chosen and the

ideas/values expressed.
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Entry Level 1:

READING COMPETENCE: Literacy for Practical Purposes

competence in recognising print symbols, in pronunciation and
in talking about print, the necessary pre-conditions for making
meaning of a written text.

Beginning
Can recognise and name the letters of the alphabet, irrespctive of the script
Can differentiate between letters, words and numbers
Can match similar shapes in print
Can recognise words with special significance such as own name, family
names
Developing
Can recognise high interest words out of context
Can recognise common familiar brand names
Can find a familiar word in a sentence
Can try simple sounding out to guess at unfamiliar words
Can recognise a small variety of word patterns
Can recognise, and knows the purpose of, the most common punctuation
devices
Can express an opinion on the appeal or appearance of reading materials

Exit Level 1
Can demonstrate meaning has been made from a practical text that:

(a) describes familiar procedures in everyday words;
(b) emphasises the separate steps in the process in a relatively informal

tone;
(c) may include one or two clearly drawn, suitably-placed, diagrams;
(d) uses single words or 1 3 short simple sentences
(e) is a rudimentary set of instructions or procedures

by being able to

(f/g) know the purpose of the text from the layout and graphics;
(f/g) recognise each word;
(f/g) recall prior knowledge of the subject;
(g/h) carry out the task described, or know if more information is needed;
(h) express a general opinion on the presentation or the subject matter.
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Exit Level 2
Can demonstrate that meaning has been made from a practical text that

(a) describes familiar procedures, in mostly everyday words;
(b) addresses the reader with some formality;
(c) may include a number of graphic features;
(d) uses more than one sentence type, such as one word lists and simple

sentences in the imperative;
(e) is a familiar, instructional type, perhaps with heading and sub-

headings, about one paragraph in length
by being able to

(f/g) know the purposes of the text from the layout, headings and graphics;
(f/g) know how to comprehend the few unknown words;
(f/g) scan for particular details;
(f/g) link it to prior knowledge on the matter;
(g/h) carry out the task described, or know what information, if more, is

needed;
(h) distinguish between the description of the technique or task and any

other messages conveyed by the text.

Exit Level 3
Can demonstrate meaning has been made from a practical text that:

(a) describes unfamiliar procedures in a vocabulary that contains some
technical terms;

(b) is not necessarily a straight-forward sequence of commands, perhaps
containing information or interpretations that distract from the task or
process;

(c) may include complex graphic material;
(d) contains sentences that emphasise detail, position and sequence;
(e) is organised into at least 3 different textual chunks. up to half a page

long overall

by being able to

(f/g) state the purpose of the text from the layout, headings, graphics and
skimming the whole text;

(f/g) comprehend new technical words and explain the meaning of key
words and phrases;

(g) carry out the task or process described;
(h) assess the effectiveness of the text as an instruction-giver;
(h) recognise that it conveys a particular point of view.
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Exit Level 4
Can demonstrate meaning has been made from a practical text that:

(a) contains some unfamiliar ideas, specialist knowledge and technical
language;

(b) embodies a range of tones, possibly if.icluCling related topical
information and/or a commentary as well as the instructions;

(c) may include ill-placed and/or highly complex diagrams;
(d) uses a range of sentence structures;
(e) is a complex example of its type, both in layout and in detail, or one

with numerous distractions, up to at least one page in length

by being able to

(f/g) state the primary purpose of the text from layout, headings, graphics
and skimming the whole text;

(fig) pick out the key stages in the sequence and identify the other most
significant parts of the text;

(g) follow the instructions and/or carry out the task described accurately
and completely;

(h) differentiate between instruction and interpretation;
(h) identify any shortcomings or misleading information in the text;
(h) identify and critique the point of view stated, implied or inferred by the

text;
(h) review own prior knowledge and techniques related to this matter and

genre.
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Entry Level 1:

READING COMPETENCE: Literacy for Knowledge

competence in recognising print symbols, in pronunciation and
in talking about print, the necessary pre-conditions for making
meaning of a written text.

Beginning
Can recognise and name the letters of the alphabet, irrespective of the script
Can differentiate between letters, words and numbers
Can match similar shapes in print
Can recognise words with special significance such as own name, family
names
Developing
Can recognise high interest words out of context
Can recognise common familiar brand names
Can find a familiar word in a sentence
Can try simple sounding out to guess at unfamiliar words
Can recognise a small variety of word patterns
Can recognise, and knows the purpose of, the most common punctuation
devices
Can express an opinion on the appeal or appearance of reading materials

Exit Level 1
Can demonstrate meaning has been made from a reference or informative text that:

(a) deals with a familiar topic in everyday language;
(b) is relatively informal in tone;
(c) contains simple graphic aids or illustrations;
(d) is composed of simple sentences;
(e) is an objectively presented simple introduction to the topic from one to

three sentences long

by being able to

(f/g) get the main point;
(f/g) locate one-word specific information;
(f/g) recall prior knowledge on the topic;
(h) express a general opinion on the presentation or the subject matter.
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Exit Level 2
Can demonstrate meaning has been made from a reference or informative text that:

(a) deals mostly with a familiar topic in mostly everyday language;
(b) is completely in the formal tone of the third person;
(c) contains different types of images;
(d) describes relationships between events, phenomena or ideas

sequentially;
(e) is an information text that is organised around "objective" description,

classification or explanation at least one paragraph long;

by being able to

(f/g) recognise its particular shape and sequence;
(f/g) point to the key sentences, often open and closing ones, that summarise

the main point(s);
(f/g) distinguish between generalisations and specific features or examples;
(f/g) link it to prior knowledge on the subject;
(h) detect any overtly expressed opinion(s).

Exit Level 3
Can demonstrate meaning has been made from a reference or informative text that:

(a) contains abstractions and specialist knowledge and terms (including
abbreviations);

(b) is distant and impersonal in tone;
(c) may rely on technical drawings or concept maps to convey some of the

information;
(d) uses language patterns that define, describe, explain, categorise, or

classify;
(e) may be organised in a variety of formats, from dictionaries to reports

to subject-specific text books, up to at least one page I( Nag

by being able to

(f/g) state the main points or ideas presented;
(f/g) point to the language devices that link the ideas in the text;
(f/g) explain the meaning of key words and phrases;
(f/g) spot missing, misleading or questionable information, evidence,

sequence or examples;
(h) describe the world view conveyed explicitly or implicitly in the text;
(h) describe the relationship between the knowledge presented in the text

and prior knowledge.
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Exit Level 4
Can demonstrate meaning has been made from a reference or informative text that

(a) contains detailed descriptions and some unfamiliar information in
specialised language;

(b) is written as if a neutral presentation;
(c) may involve bibliographies, footnotes, glossary, technical maps, charts

or graphic representations;
(d) is constructed from complex sentence and paragraph structures,

featuring abstract nouns, densely packed with meaning
(e) is a very dense abbreviated entry, a report or subject-specific text, at

least one page in length, that carries its explanation over several
paragraphs

by being able to

(f/g) identify the main ideas, the subordinate ideas and the examples given;
(f/g) identify and describe the nature of the conceptual relationship within

the text, i.e. whether cause-and-effect; problem-solution; or a system of
classification;

(g) extract information relevant to a given research task;
(g) use any features such as bibliographies or footnotes for tracking down

extra information;
(h) differentiate between data and interpretation;
(h) analyse the conclusions reached;
(h) review and re-arrange prior knowledge of the subject and genre.
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Entry Level 1:

READING COMPETENCE Literacy for Public Debate

competence in recognising print symbols, in pronunciation and
in talking about print, the necessary pre-conditions for making
meaning of a written text.

Beginning
Can recognise and name the letters of the alphabet, irrespective of the script
Can differentiate between letters, words and numbers
Can match similar shapes in print
Can recognise words with special significance such as own name, family
names
Developing
Can recognise high interest words out of context
Can recognise common familiar brand names
Can find a familiar word in a sentence
Can try simple sounding out to guess at unfamiliar words
Can recognise a small variety of word patterns
Can recognise, and knows the purpose of, the most common punctuation
devices
Can express an opinion on the appeal or appearance of reading materials

Exit Level 1
Can demonstrate that meaning has been made from a persuasive text that:

(a) is concerned with a familiar topic and presented in strong everyday
language;

(b) is conversational and straight-forward in tone;
(c) that may include a supportive or blatant image that confirms the

language;
(d) consists of single words or simple sentences structured to persuade;
(e) is an expression of opinion, from one to three sentences long

by being able to

(f/g) state the point of view presented;
(f/g) point to any reasons given to justify this;
(f/g) recall.any prior knowledge of the subject matter;
(h) express an opinion on the strength or weakness of the position put,

providing one simple valid reason for this assessment;
(h) give own general viewpoint on the matter.

Exit Level 2
Can demonstrate that meaning has been made from a persuasive text that:

(a) features a familiar social or personal topic in mostly familiar language;
(b) has a touch of formality and fervour about it;
(c) may include images that add new information;
(d) hinges on the words and phrases that link the ideas, and the power of

the evidence;
(e) is structured to provide both viewpoint and evidence, at least a

paragraph long
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by being able to

(f/g) recognise that the text is shaped to persuade;
(f/g) distinguish between the idea proposed and the evidence offered;
(f/g) link it to prior knowledge of the subject matter:
(h) find examples of any persuasive devices used, and for what effect;
(h) rate it as a persuasive piece, giving reasons why.

Exit Level 3
Can demonstrate that meaning has been made from a persuasive text that:

(a) features abstract concepts and principles;
(b) conveys a tone of indisputable reasonableness;
(c) may indude images with mixed messages;
(d) uses language to make logical connections and inferences;
(e) may be a discussion of "pros" and "cons", or an argument for one point

of view, up to three paragraphs long

by being able to

(f/g) describe the stages in the development of the argument;
(f/g) identify the key ideas and supporting evidence or examples;
(f/g) assess the appropriacy and/or relevance of the evidence;
(f/g) explain the meaning of key words and phrases;
(h) highlight the strengths and weaknesses in the text;
(h) make a comparison between the stance conveyed by the text and the

reader's own position.

Exit Level 4
Can demonstrate that meaning has been made from a persuasive text that:

(a) introduces both familiar and unfamiliar concepts, ideas and language
(b) is seriously formal or ambiguous in tone;
(c) may include images that emanate subtle or subliminal messages;
(d) consists of complex sentence and paragraph structures in which the

ideas, and evidence presented, are both explicit and implicit;
(e) is a highly structured piece of argument, up to at least one page long,

or of a particularly intense density that may be quite short

by being able to

(f/g) state the fundamental purpose of the piece;
(f/g) describe the nature, structure and flow of the argument put forward;
(h) name, list and evaluate the reasons and evidence given, whether

relevant/ irrelevant, logical/illogical, valid/invalid, true/untrue;
(h) assess the overall effectiveness of the text, giving reasons;
(h) describe the underlying values system implicit in the text;
(h) describe how it relates to, and re-arranges own prior knowledge of, and

position on, the subject matter and genre.
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Appendix Seven

A MODEL OF LITERACY COMPETENCE
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Prior Experience In Making Meaning
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Appendix Eight

WRITING COMPETENCE: Each of the 4 literacy domains, levels 1-4

Literacy for Self Expression p.49
Literacy for Practical Purposes p50

Literacy for Knowledge p.51
Literacy for Public Debate p.52
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WRITING COMPETENCE Literacy for Self - Expression

Entry Level 1: degrees of competence in forming letters, other print symbols and isolated words,
and in talking about print, the necessary pre-conditions for composing a piece of
writing.

Beginning Can copy numbers, letters and simple familiar words
Can copy own name and address
Can reproduce most of the alphabet

Developing Can reproduce own personal details accurately (eg. name, address, age)
Can spell a few familiar phonetically regular words accurately
Can reproduce a limited number of familiar words independently
Can reproduce the most common punctuation devices
Can use a basic vocabulary of print (eg. letter, word, sentence)

Exit Level 1
Can compose a recount that:

(a) presents a single familiar activity, idea or experience;
(b) expresses a "here-and-now" personal perspective;
(c) is arranged in simple chronological order, sometimes a long sentence with lots of "ands", and

with uneven accuracy in spelling;
(d) is likely to be from 1-2 sentences.

Exit Level 2
Can compose a narrative, recount or piece of imaginative writing that:

(a) attempts to combine 2 - 4 personally familiar events, ideas or experiences;
(b) includes a broader personal view point than the personally immediate, referring to other

times and places;
(c) uses pronouns precisely, provides descriptive details about

actions/people/things/places/thoughts considered unfamiliar to the reader, and with
spasmodic accuracy in spelling;

(d) is arranged into a coherent paragraph, the individual sentences being linked by language
devices to do with time so as to form a fluid narrative sequence.

Exit Level 3
Can compose a narrative, recount or piece of imaginative writing that:

(a) combines 3 or more ideas or experiences beyond the writer's own everyday, first-hand
experience;

(b) acknowledges at least one other point of view;
(c) can connect personal views, personal experiences, the action and/or characters to more

general ideas, and with consic arable accuracy in spelling;
(d) sequences 2 paragraphs coherently and displays control of narrative chronology (past,

present o: future) and topic focus.

Exit Level 4
Can compose a narrative, recount or a piece of creative/imaginative/expressive writing that:

(a) ranges over a wide sweep of topics, beliefs, issues and experiences, either personal or
imaginative;

(b) incorporates a range of values and perspectives, not all supportive of the writer's own view;
(c) uses literary devices and evocative descriptions of character and atmosphere to locate people

and events in time and space, to convey feelings to and infer attitudes, and with a high
degree of accuracy in spelling;

(d) shapes a variety of paragifiph structures, sentence structures, descriptive devices, voices,
rhythms and tenses to demonstrate a moral or point, the structure often consisting of some
variation on setting/situation, problem, climax, resolution.
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WRITING COMPETENCE Literacv for Practical 'Purposes

Entry Level 1 degrees of competence in forming letters, ether print symbols and isolated words,
and in talking about print, the necessary pre-conditions for composing a piece of
writing.

Eeginning Can copy numbers, letters and simple familiar words
Can copy own name and address
Can reproduce most of the alphabet

Developing Can reproduce own personal details accurately (eg. name, address, age)
Can spell a few familiar phonetically regular words accurately
Can reproduce a limited number of familiar words independently
Can reproduce the most common punctuation devices.
Can use a basic vocabulary of print (eg. letter, word; sentente)

Exit Level 1
Can compose a simple practical text that:

(a) describes familiar procedures in everyday terms;
(b) may move between .r and "you";
(c) refers to the process/ingredients/steps in general terms, and with uneven accuracy in

spelling;
(d) is usually one or two short sentences.

Exit Level 2
Can compose a practical text that:

(a) models a familiar type;
(b) describes process clearly, e.g. by beginning each sentence connected with the sequence of

events with a verb;
(c) provides specific factual description (eg. shape, size, colour, amount, etc.) about the

ingredients, utensils and/or procedures, with spasmodic accuracy in spelling;
(d) creates an orderly sequence through the use of headings, lists and linking words to do with

time (eg. first, then ...).

Exit Level 3
Can compose two descriptions for the one procedure that:

(a) demonstrates the variations in layout and language features possible within the procedural
type;

(b) display a variety of tones from formal to informal;
(c) provide quite detailed factual descriptions of both the materials, and the process, with special

attention to details of position and sequence, and with considerable accuracy in spelling;
(d) sequence logically and chronologically by clearly separating goals, materials (if relevant) and

steps.

Exit Level 4
Can compose a detailed procedural description for both everyday and technical purposes that:

(a) displays knowledge of the specialist technical language and layout features of different
instructional text types;

(b) may include a commentary (eg. usefulness, danger), as well as clear precise instructions;
(c) provides a very detailed outline of how, where, with what and when, without ambiguity,

and with a high degree of accuracy in spelling;
(d) sequences logically by subdividing each stage into headings, sub-headings and numbers, and

reinforces clarity with well-chosen, well-placed diagrams.
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Entry Level L

Beginning

Developing

Exit Level 1
Can compose

(a)
(b)

(c)

(d)

WRITING COMPETENCE: Literacy for Knowledge

degrees of competence in forming letters, other print symbols and isolated words,
and in talking about print, the necessary pre-conditions for composing a piece of
writing.

Can copy numbers, letters and simple familiar words
Can copy own name and address
Can reproduce most of the alphabet
Can reproduce own personal details accurately (eg. name, address, age)
Can spell a few familiar phonetically regular words accurately
Can reproduce a limited number of familiar words independently
Can reproduce the most common punctuation devices
Can use a basic vocabulary of print (eg. letter, word, sentence)

a factual statement that:
presents one or two items of familiar information in everyday commonplace language;
uses the third person to convey a tone of formality but may include a personal opinion in
the first person;
relies mostly on simple sentences in the present tense to convey objective information about
features or happenings, and with uneven accuracy in spelling;
is likely to be 1 2 descriptive or explanatory sentences.

Exit Level 2
Can compose a

(a)

(b)
(c)

(d)

short report that:
organises a number of well-spaced items of factual information or explanation on one topic,
using some technical language;
presents information in the neutral tone of a researcher/reporter;
relies mainly on active verbs to explain "how" or "why", to describe processes, events and
procedures, with spasmodic accuracy in spelling;
starts with an initial general statement which is then followed by description or explanation,
in which the information is ordered by cause-and-effect or classification connections.

Exit Level 3
Can compose an informative or explanatory report that:

classifies different parts or topics of a knowledge area in relaticn to each other;
creates a formal tone by using and defining abstract and technical terms appropriate to the
discipline or subject;

(c) shows early signs of condensing ideas, processes, descriptions and/or explanations into
abstract nouns, and with a considerable accuracy of spelling;

(d) sequences facts/explanations into an orderly system or a fluid sequence of topic paragraphs,
often marked by an introductory topic sentence.

(a)
(b)

Exit Level 4
Can compose an informative, explanatory or academic report that:

(a) organises a range of concepts and facts within a specialist field of knowledge;
(b) presents the range of definitions or view points objectively";
(c) features dense sentences containing a number of abstract concepts, and with a high degree

of accuracy in spelling;
(d) organises paragraphs into a coherent system or account by using linking devices that show

conceptual connections and/or causal relationships.
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Entry Level 1:

Beginning

Developing

WRITING COMPETENCE: Literacy for Public Debate

degrees of competence in forming letters, other print symbols and isolated words,
and in talking about print, the necessary pre-conditions for composing a piece of
writing.

Can copy numbers, letters and simple familiar words
Can copy own name and address
Can reproduce most of the alphabet
Can reproduce own personal details accurately (eg. name, address, age)
Can spell a kw familiar phonetically regular words accurately
Can reproduce a limited number of familiar words independently
Can reproduce the most common punctuation devices
Can use a basic vocabulary of print (eg. letter, word, sentence)

Exit Level 1
Can compose a statement of opinion that:

(a) expresses a personal point of view on a familiar matter;
(b) is expressed unconditionally;
(c) is expressed as a simple sentence, and with uneven accuracy in spelling.
(d) is a statement, not proof, of an opinion;

Exit Level 2
Can compose a simple argument that:

(a)
(b)
(c)

(d)

offers evidence for a point of view on the basis of personal and popular knowledge;
appeals to the emotions through exclamations and emotive words;
links two pieces of information logically through the use of simple cause-and-effect
conjunctions (eg. "because"), and with spatmodic accuracy in spelling;
organises the paragraph into a main point followed by reason.

Exit Level 3
Can compose an argumentative piece of writing that:

(a) engages with a personally relevant social or public issue;
(b) admits there are "pros" and "cons", and avoids sweeping one-sided emotive generalisations

and expresses tentativeness;
(c) proves its point through linking ideas and information logically, and with considerable

accuracy in spelling;
(d) sequences a piece into statement of issue, presentation of at least two reasons and summing

up.

Exit Level 4
Can compose a reasoned argumentative text that:

(a) deals with abstract social concepts, issues or values of public concern;
(b) gives an analytical presentation of alternative evidence as well as the writer's own qualified

position;
(c) links the main ideas, with evidence, references and quotes, into a persuasive logical whole

through the use of connective devices associated with reasoning, and with a high degree of
accuracy in spelling;

(d) moves from introduction, to presentation of several forms of evidence and /or points of vie-v,
to a summarising conclusion.
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Appendix Nine

WRITING COMPETENCE: Comprehensive literacy at each level

Level 1 p.54
Level 2 p.55
Level 3 p.56
level 4 p.57
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Entry Level

Beginning

Developing

WRITING COMPETENCE : Level I

degrees of competence in forming letters, other print symbols and isolated words,
and in talking about print, the necessary pre-conditions for composing a piece of
writing.

Can copy numbers, letters and simple familiar words
Can copy own name and address
Can reproduce most of the alphabet
Can reproduce own personal details accurately (eg. name, address, age)
Can spell a few familiar phonetically regular words accurately
Can reproduce a limited number of familiar words independently
Can reproduce the most common punctuation devices
Can use a basic vocabulary of print (eg. letter, word, sentence)

Literacy for Self-Expression
Exit Level 1
Can compose a recount that

(a) presents a single familiar activity, idea or experience;

(b) expresses a "here-and-now" persona: perspective;

(c) is arranged in simple chronological order, sometimes a long sentence with lots of "ands", and

with uneven accuracy in spelling;
(d) is likely to be from 1-2 sentences.

Literacy for Practical Purposes
Exit Level 1
Can compose a simple practical text that

(a) describes familiar procedures in everyday terms;
(b) may move between 'T' and "you";
(c) refers to the process/ingredients/steps in general terms, and with

spelling;
(d) is usually one or two short sentences.

uneven accuracy in

Literacy for Knowledge
Exit Level 1
Can compose a factual statement that

(a) presents one or two items of familiar information in everyday commonplace language;
(b) uses the third person to convey a tone of formality but may include a personal opinion in

the first person;
(c) relies mostly on simple sentences in the present tense to convey objective information about

features or happenings, and with uneven accuracy in spelling;
(d) is likely to be 1 - 2 descriptive or explanatory sentences.

Literacy for Public Debate
Exit Level 1
Can compose a statement of opinion that

(a) expresses a personal point of view on a familiar matter;

(b) is expressed unconditionally;
(c) is expressed as a simple sentence, and with uneven accuracy in spelling.

(d) is a statement, not proof, of an opinion;
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Exit Level 2
Can compose

(a)
(b)

(c)

(d)

WRITING COMPETENCE : Level 2

Literacy for Self-Expression

a narrative, recount or piece of imaginative writing that
attempts to combine 2 - 4 personally familiar events, ideas or experiences;
includes a broader personal view point than the personally immediate, referring to other
times and places;
uses pronouns precisely, provides descriptive details about
actions/people/things/places/thoughts considered unfamiliar to the reader, and with
spasmodic accuracy in spelling;
is arranged into a coherent paragraph, the individual sentences being linked by language
devices to do with time so as to form a fluid narrative sequence.

Literacy for Practical Purposes
Exit Level 2
Can compose a practical text that:

(a) models a familiar type;
(b) describes process dearly, e.g. by beginning each sentence connected with the sequence of

events with a verb;
(c) provides specific factual description (eg. shape, size, colour, amount, etc.) about the

ingredients, utensils and/or procedures, with spasmodic accuracy in spelling;
(d) creates an orderly sequence through the use of headings, lists and linking words to do with

time (eg. first, then ...).

Exit Level 2
Can compose

(a)

(b)
(c)

(d)

Literacy for Knowledge

a short report that
organises a number of well-spaced items of factual info -nation or explanation on one topic,
using some technical language;
presents information in the neutral tone of a researcher/reporter;
relies mainly on active verbs to explain "how" or "why", to describe processes, events and
procedures, with spasmodic accuracy in spelling;
starts with an initial general statement which is then followed by description or explanation,
in which the information is ordered by cause-and-effect or classification connections.

Literacy for Public Debate
Exit Level 2
Can compose a simple argument that

(a) offers evidence for a point of view on the basis of personal and popular knowledge;
(b) appeals to the emotions through exclamations and emotive words;
(c) links two pieces of information logically through the use of simple cause-and-effect

conjunctions (eg. "because"), and with spasmodic accuracy in spelling;
(d) organises the paragraph into a main point followed by reason.
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WRTI1NG COMPETENCE : Level 3

Literacy for Self-Expression
Exit Level 3
Can compose a narrative, recount or piece of imaginative writing that:

(a) combines 3 or more ideas or experiences beyond the writer's own everyday, first-hand
experience;

(b) acknowledges at least one other point of view;
(c) can connect personal views, personal experiences, the action and/or characters to more

general ideas, and with considerable accuracy in spelling;
(d) sequences 2 paragraphs coherently and displays control of narrative chronology (past,

present or future) and topic focus.

Literacy for Practical Purposes

Exit Level 3
Can compose two descriptions for the one procedure that:

(a) demonstrates the variatioris in layout and language features possible within the procedural
type;

(b) display a variety of tones from formal to informal;
(c) provide quite detailed factual descriptions of both the materials, and the process, with special

attention to details of position and sequence, and with considerable accuracy in spelling;
(d) sequence logically and chronologically by clearly separating goals, materials (if relevant) and

steps.

Literacy for Knowledge
Exit Level 3
Can compose an informative or explanatory report that:

(a) classifies different parts or topics of a knowledge area in relation to each other;
(b) creates a formal tone by using and defining abstract and technical terms appropriate to the

discipline or subject;
(c) shows early signs of condensing ideas, processes, descriptions and/or explanations him

abstract nouns, and with a considerable accuracy of spelling;
(d) sequences facts/explanations into an orderly system or a fluid sequence of topic paragraphs,

often marked by an introductory topic sentence.

Exit Level 3
Can compose

(a)
(b)

(c)

(d)

Literacy for Public Debate

an argumentative piece of writing that:
engages with a personally relevant social or public issue;
admits there are "pros" and "cons", and avoids sweeping one-sided emotive generalisations

and expresses tentativeness;
proves its point through linking ideas and information logically, and with considerable

accuracy in spelling;
sequences a piece into statement of issue, presentation of at least two reasons and summing

up.
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WRITING COMPETENCE : Level 4

Literacy for Self-Expression

Exit Level 4
Can compose a narrative, recount or a piece of creative/imaginative/expressive writing that:

(a) ranges over a wide sweep of topics, beliefs, issues and experiences, either personal or
imaginative;

(b) incorporates a range of values and perspectives, not all supportive of the writer's own view;

(c) uses literary devices and evocative descriptions of character and atmosphere to locate people
and events in time and space, to convey feelings to and infer attitudes, and with a high
degree of accuracy in spelling;

) shapes a variety of paragraph structures, sentence structures, descriptive devices, voices,
rhythms and tenses to demonstrate a moral or point, the structure often consisting of some
variation on setting/situation, problem, climax, resolution.

Literacy for Practical Purposes
Exit Level 4
Can compose a detailed procedural description for both everyday and technical purposes that:

(a) displays knowledge of the specialist technical language and layout features of different
instructional text types;

(b) may include a commentary (eg. usefulness, danger), as well as clear precise instructions;
(c) provides a very detailed outline of how, where, with what and when, without ambiguity,

and with a high degree of accuracy in spelling;
(d) sequences logically by subdividing each stage into headings, sub-headings and numbers, and

reinforces clarity with well-chosen, well-placed diagrams.

Literacy for Knowledge
Exit Level 4
Can compose an informative, explanatory or academic report that:

(a) organises a range of concepts and facts within a specialist field of knowledge;

(b) presents the range of definitions or view points "objectively";
(c) features dense sentences containing a number of abstract concepts, and with a high degree

of accuracy in spelling;
(d) organises paragraphs into a coherent system or account by using linking devices that show

conceptual connections and/or causal relationships.

Literacy for Public Debate
Exit Level 4
Can compose a reasoned argumentative text that:

(a) deals with abstract social concepts, issues or values of public concern;
(b) gives an analytical presentation of alternative evidence as well as the writer's own qualified

position;
(c) links the main ideas, with evidence, references and quotes, into a persuasive logical whole

through the use of connective devices associated with reasoning, and with a high degree of
accuracy in spelling;

(d) moves from introduction, to presentation of several forms of evidence and /or points of view,
to a summarising conclusion.
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Entry Level 1:

Beginning:

Developing:

READING COMPETENCE: Mersa for Self-Expression

competence in recognising print symbols, in pronunciation and in talking about print, the
necessary pre-conditions for making meaning of a written text.
Can recognise and name the letters of the alphabet, irrespective of the script
Can differentiate between letters, words and numbers
Can match similar shapes in print
Can recognise words with special significance such as own name, family names
Can recognise high interest words out of context
Can recognise common familiar brand names
Can find a familiar word in a sentence
Can try simple sounding out to guess at unfamiliar words
Can recognise a small variety of word patterns
Can recognise, and knows the purpose of, the most common punctuation devices
Can express an opinion on the appeal or appearance of reading materials

Exit Level 1
Can demonstrate that meaning has been made from a narrative or literary text that

(a) presents recognisable people, setting or events in everyday words;
(b) is chatty in tone;
(c) may rely on well-placed, complementary illustrations;
(d) uses simple sentence structures;
(e) has a simple story shape from one to three sentences long
by being able to
(f/g) demonstrate word attack skills other than simple phonic ones;
(f/g) express graphically or verbally what the story or piece is generally about;
(f/g) identify particular minimal details about the characters, events or setting;
WO recall prior knowledge on the subject;
(h) express a general opinion on the presentation or the subject matter.

Exit Level 2
Can demonstrate that meaning has been made from a narrative or literary text that

(a) presents mostly familiar characters, setting or events in mostly everyday language;
(b) has more than one dearly indicated voice or perspective;
(c) may contain related illustrations;
(d) uses a variety of sentences linked by conjunctions to do with time to create a simple

chronological sequence;
(e) has the structure of a story about a paragraph long
by being able to
(f/g) identify the main point and general flow of the story or piece;
(f/g) locate key descriptive details;
(f/g) link it to prior personal knowledge or experiences, with similar stories or literary texts;
(h) express an opinion on particular characters or the story is a whole.

Exit Level 3
Can demonstrate that meaning has been made from a narrative or literary text that:

(a) introduces ideas or people or settings from unfamiliar times or places, with some unknown
vocabulary;

(b) includes changes in voice or tone that are not always clearly signalled;
(c) may contain illustrations that add to, rather than, illustrate the text;
(d) is constructed by a variety of sentence structures and tenses, not necessarily presenting a

strictly chronological order;
(e) has the structure of a familiar recount or literary type, at least a page long .

by being able to
(f/g) identify and describe the main stages in the piece;
(f/g) locate and explain the meaning of key words and phrases;
(f/g) determine the purpose and message of this narrative or literary piece;
(f/g) find examples of the techniques used to achieve this end;
(h) contrast with known comparable texts.
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Exit Level 4
Can demonstrate that meaning has been made from a narrative or literary text that:

(a) introduces a wide range of not necessarily familiar concepts, characters, places, events
and/or ideas in very precise detailed or abstract language;

(b) has some formality and diversity of tone, and with some meanings implied;
(c) may feature no illustrations, or use ambiguous ones;
(d) sequences the chronology through complex sentence structures, sometimes relying on literary

devices to evoke atmosphere or feelings, or abstractions to make moral points;
(e) is a variation on a familiar literary shape or a complex version of that type, usually over one

page long
by being able to
(fig) empathise with and describe the feelings, beliefs and sensations evolved;
(fig) summarise the structure and flow of the story or piece;
(f/g) recognise and identify the most significant information, including inferred ideas, by pointing

to evidence in the text;
(f/g) review own prior knowledge or thoughts about the genre or subject matter;
(h) identify and examine the fundamental point of view shaping the text;
(h) form and justify a personal opinion on the format chosen and the ideas/values expressed.
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READING COMPETENCE: Literacy
Entry Level 1: competence in recognising print symbols, in pronunciation and in talking about print, the

necessary pre-conditions for making meaning of a written text.
Beginning: Can recognise and name the letters of the alphabet, irrespective of the script

Can differentiate between letters, words and numbers
Can match similar shapes in print
Can recognise words with special significance such as own name, family names

Developing: Can recognise high interest words out of context
Can recognise common familiar brand names
Can find a familiar word in a sentence
Can try simple sounding out to guess at unfamiliar words
Can recognise a small variety of word patterns
Can recognise, and knows the purpose of, the most common punctuation devices
Can express an opinion on the appeal or appearance of reading materials

Exit Level 1
Can demonstrate meaning has been made from a practical text that:

(a) describes familiar procedures in everyday words;
(b) emphasises the separate steps in the process in a relatively informal tone;
(c) may include one or two dearly drawn, suitably-placed, diagrams;
(d) uses single words or 1 - 3 short simple sentences
(e) is a rudimentary set of instructions or procedures
by being able to
(f/g) know the purpose of the text from the layout and graphics;
(f/g) recognise each word;
(fig) recall prior knowledge of the subject;
(g/h) carry out the task described, or know if more information is needed;
(h) express a general opinion on the presentation or the subject matter.

Exit Level 2
Can demonstrate that meaning has been made from a practical text that:

(a) describes familiar procedures, in mostly everyday words;
(b) addresses the reader with some formality;
(c) may include a number of graphic features;
(d) uses more than one sentence type, such as one word lists and simple sentences in the

imperative;
(e) is a familiar, instructional type, perhaps with heading and sub-headings, about one

paragraph in length
by being able to
(f/g) !.now the purposes of the text from the layout, headings and graphics;
(f/g) know how to comprehend the few unknown words;
(f/g) scan for particular details;
(f/g) link it to prior knowledge on the matter;
(g/h) carry out the task described, or know what information, if more, is needed;
(h) distinguish between the description of the technique or task and any other messages

conveyed by the text.
Exit Level 3
Can demonstrate meaning has been made from a practical text that:

(a) describes unfamiliar procedures in a vocabulary that contains some technical terms;
(b) is not necessarily a straight-forward sequence of commands, perhaps containing information

or interpretations that distract from the task or process;
(c) may include complex graphic material;
(d) contains sentences that emphasise detail, position and sequence;
(e) is organised into at least 3 different textual chunks, up to half a page long overall
by being able to
(f/g) state purpose of the text from the layout, headings, graphics and skimming the whole text;
(f/g) comprehend new technical words and explain the meaning of key words and phrases;
(g) carry out the task or process described;
(h) assess the effectiveness of the text as an instruction-giver;
(h) recognise that it conveys a particular point of view.
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Eadt Level 4
Can demonstrate meaning has been made from a practical text.that

(a) contains some unfamiliar ideas, specialist knowledge and technical language;
(b) embodies a range of tones, possibly including related topical information and/or a

commentary as well as the instructions;
(c) viay include ill-placed and/or highly complex diagrams;
(d) uses a range of sentence structures;
(e) is a complex example of its type, both in layout and in detail, or one with numerous

distractions, up to at least one page in length
by being able to
(f/g) state the primary purpose of the text from layout, headings, graphics and skimming the

whole text;
(f/g) pick out the key stages in the sequence and identify the other most significant parts of the

text;
(g) follow the instructions and/or carry out the task described accurately and completely;
(h) differentiate between instruction and interpretation;
(h) identify any shortcomings or misleading information in the text;
(h) identify and critique the point of view stated, implied or inferred by the text;
(h) review own prior knowledge and techniques related to this matter and genre.
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Entry Level 1:

Beginning:

Developing:

READING COMPETENCE: Literacy for Knowledge

competence in recognising print symbols, in pronunciation and in talking about print, the
necessary pie-conditions for making meaning of a written text.
Can recognise and name the letters of the alphabet, irrespective of the script
Can differentiate between letters, words and numbers
Can match similar shapes in print
Can recognise words with special significance such as own name, family names
Can recognise high interest words out of context
Can recognise common familiar brand names
Can find a familiar word in a sentence
Can try simple sounding out to guess at unfamiliar words
Can recognise a small variety of word patterns
Can recognise, and knows the purpose of, the most common punctuation devices
Can express an opinion on the appeal or appearance of reading materials

Exit Level 1
Can demonstrate meaning has been made from a reference or informative text that:

(a) deals with a familiar topic in everyday language;
(b) is relatively informal in tone;
(c) contains simple graphic aids or illustrations;
(d) is composed of simple sentences;
(e) is an objectively presented simple introduction to the topic from one to three sentences long
by being able to

401*
(f/g) get the main point;
(f/g) locate one-word specific information;
(f/g) recall prior knowledge on the topic;
(h) express a general opinion on the presentation or the subject matter.

Exit Level 2
Can demonstrate meaning has been made from a reference or informative text that:

(a) deals mostly with a familiar topic in mostly everyday language;
(b) is completely in the formal tone of the third person;
(c) contains different types f images;
(d) describes relationships between events, phenomena or ideas sequentially;
(e) is an information text that is organise: around "objective" description, classification or

explanation at least one paragraph long;
by being able to
(f/g) recognise its particular shape and sequence;
(f/g) . point to the key sentences, often open and dosing ones, that summarise the main point(s);
(f/g) distinguish between generalisations and specific features or examples;
(f/g) link it to prior knowledge on the subject;
(h) detect any overtly expressed opinion(s).

Exit Level 3
Can demonstrate meaning has bee:1 made from a reference or informative text thr'.

(a) contains abstractions and specialist knowledge and terms (including abbreviations);
(b) is distant and impersonal in tone;
(c) may rely on technical drawings or concept maps to convey some of the information;
(d) uses language patterns that define, describe, explain, categorise, or classify;
(e) may be organised in a variety of formats, from dictionaries to reports to subject-specific text

books, up to at least one page long
by being able to
(f/g) state the main points or ideas presented;
(f/g) point to the language devices that link the ideas in the text;
(f/g) explain the meaning of key words and phrases;
(f /g) spot missing, misleading or questionable information, evidence, sequence or examples;
(h) describe the world view conveyed explicitly or implicitly in the text;
(h) describe the relationship between the knowledge presented in the text and prior knowledge.
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Exit Level 4
Can demonstrate meaning has been made from a reference or informative text that

(a) contains detailed descriptions and some unfamiliar information in specialised language;
(b) is written as if a neutral presentation;
(c) may involve bibliographies, footnotes, glossary, technical maps, charts. or graphic

representations;
(d) is constructed from complex sentence and paragraph structures, featuring abstract nouns,

densely packed with meaning
(e) is a very dense abbreviated entry, a report or subject -specfic text, at least one page in length,

that carries its explanation over several paragraphs
by being able to
(f/g) identify the main ideas, the subordinate ideas and the examples given;
(f/g) identify and describe the nature of the conceptual relationship within the text, i.e. whether

cause-and-effect; problem-solution; or a system of classification;
(g) extract information relevant to a given research task;
(g) use any features such as bibliographies or footnotes for tracking down extra information;
(h) differentiate between data and interpretation;
(h) analyse the conclusions reached;
(h) review and re-arrange prior knowledge of the subject and genre.
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Entry Level 1:

Beginning:

Developing:

READING COMPETENCE: Literacy for Public Debate

competence in recognising print symbols, in pronunciation and in talking about print, the
necessary pre-conditions for making meaning of a written text.
Can recognise and name the letters of the alphabet, irrespective of the script
Can differentiate between letters, words and numbers
Can match similar shapes in print
Can recognise words with special significance such as own name, family names
Can recognise high interest words out of context
Can recognise common familiar brand names
Can find a familiar word in a sentence
Can try simple sounding out to guess at unfamiliar words
Can recognise a small variety of word patterns
Can recognise, and knows the purpose of, the most common punctuation devices
Can express an opinion on the appeal or appearance of reading materials

Exit Level 1
Can demonstrate that meaning has been made from a persuasive text that:

(a) is concerned with a familiar topic and presented in strong everyday language;
(b) is conversational and straight-forward in tone;
(c) that may include a supportive or blatant image that confirms the language;
(d) consists of single words or simple sentences structured to persuade;
(e) is an expression of opinion, from one to three sentences long
by being able to
(f/g) state the point of view presented;
(f/g) point to any reasons given to justify this;
(f/g) recall any prior knowledge of the subject matter;
(h) express an opinion on the strength or weakness of the position put, providing one simple

valid reason for this assessment;
(h) give own general viewpoint on the matter.

Exit Level 2
Can demonstrate that meaning has been made from a persuasive text that:

(a) features a familiar social or personal topic in mostly familiar language;
(b) has a touch of formality and fervour about it;
(c) may include images that add new information;
(d) hinges on the words and phrases that link the ideas, and the power of the evidence;
(e) is structured to provide both viewpoint and evidence, at least a paragraph long
by being able to
(f/g) recognise that the text is shaped to persuade;
(f/g) distinguish between the idea proposed and the evidence offered;
(f/g) link it to prior knowledge of the subject matter:
(h) find examples of any persuasive devices used, and for what effect;
(h) rate it as a persuasive piece, giving reasons why.

Exit Level 3
Can demonstrate that meaning has been made from a persuasive text that:

(a) features abstract concepts and principles;
(b) conveys a tone of indisputable reasonableness;
(c) may include images with mixed messages;
(d) uses language to make logical connectior; and inferences;
(e) may be a discussion of "pros" and "cons", or an argument for one point of view, up to three

paragraphs long
by being able to
(fig) describe the stages in the development of the argument;
(f/g) identify the key ideas and supporting evidence or examples;
(f/g) assess the appropriacy and/or relevance of the evidence;
(f/g) explain the meaning of key words and phrases;
(h) highlight the strengths and weaknesses in the text;
(h) make a comparison between the stance conveyed by the text and the reader's own position.
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lirdt Level 4
Can demonstrate that meaning has been made from a persuasive text that: .

(a) introduces both familiar and unfamiliar concepts, ideas and language
(b) is seriously formal or ambiguous in tone;
(c) may include images that emanate subtle or subliminal messages;
(d) consists of complex sentence and paragraph structures in which the ideas, and evidence

presented, are both explicit and implicit;
(e) is a highly structured piece of argument, up to at least one page long, or of a particularly

intense density that may be quite short
by being able to
(fig) state the fundamental purpose of the piece;
(f/g) describe the nature, structure and flow of the argument put forward;
(h) name, list and evaluate the reasons and evidence given, whether relevant/ irrelevant,

logical/illogical, valid/invalid, true/untrue;
(h) assess the overall effectiveness of the text, giving reasons;
(h) describe the underlying values system implicit in the text;
(h) describe how it relates to, and re-arranges own prior knowledge of, and position on, the

subject matter and genre.
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Appendix Eleven

READING COMPEl'ENCE: Comprehensive literacy ai each level

Level 1 p.68
Level 2 p.69
Level 3 p.70
Level 4 p.71
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READING COMPETENCE : Level 1

Enizy Leven: competence in recognising print symbols, in prom:iodation and in talking about print, the

necessary pre-conditions for making meaning of a written text.
Beginning: Can recognise and name the letters of the alphabet, irrespective of the script

Can differentiate between letters, words and numbers
Cart match similar shapes in print
Can recognise words with special significance such as own name, family names

Developing: Can recognise high interest words out of context
Can recognise common familiar brand names
Can find a familiar word in a sentence
Can try simple sounding out to guess at unfamiliar words
Can recognise a small variety of word patterns
Can recognise, and knows the purpose of, the most common punctuation devices
Can express an opinion on the appeal or appearance of reading materials

Exit Level 1 literacy for Self-Expression
Can demonstrate that meaning has been made from a narrative or literary text that:

(a) presents recognizable people, setting or events in everyday words;
(b) is chatty in tone;
(c) may rely on well-placed, complementary illustrations;
(d) uses simple sentence structures;
(e) has a simple story shape from one to three sentences long
by being able to
(f/g) demonstrate word attack skills other than simple phonic ones;
(f/g) express graphically or verbally what the story or piece is generally about;

(f/g) identify particular minimal details about the characters, events or setting;
(f/g) recall prior knowledge on the subject;
(h) express a general opinion on the presentation or the subject matter.

Exit Level 1 Literacy for Practical Purposes
Can demonstrate meaning has been made from a practical text that

(a) describes familiar procedures in everday words;
(b) emphasises the separate steps in the process in a relatively informal tone;
(c) may include one or two dearly drawn, suitably-placed, diagrams;
(d) uses single words or 1 - 3 short simple sentences
(e) is a rudimentary set of instructions or procedures
by being able to
(f/g) know the purpose of the text from the ! ayout and graphics;
(f /g) recognize each word;
(fig) recall prior knowledge of the subject;
(g/h) carry out the task described, or know if more information is needed;
('et) express a general opinion on the presentation or the subject matter.

Exit Level 1 Literacy for Knowledge
Can demonstrate meaning has been made from a reference or informative text that:

(a) deals witn a familiar topic in everyday language;
(b) is relatively informal in tone;
(c) contains simple graphic aids or illustrations;
(d) is composed of simple sentences;
(e) is an objectively presented simple introduction to the topic from one to three sentences long
by being able to
(f/g) get the main point;
(f/g) locate one-word specific information;
(f/g) recall prior knowledge on the topic;
(h) express a general opinion on the presentation or the subject matter.

Exit Level 1 Literacy for Public Debate
Can demonstrate that meaning has beet made from a persuasive text that:

(a) is concerned with a familiar topic and presented in strong everyday language;
(b) is conversational and straight-forward in tone;
(c) that may include a supportive or blatant image that confirms the language;
(d) consists of single words or simple sentences structured to persuade;
(e) is an expression of opinion, from one to three sentences long
by being able to
(f/g) state the point of view presented;
(fig) point to any reasons given to justify this
(f/g) recall any prior knowledge of the subject matter;
(h) express an opinion on the Month or weakness of the position put, providing one simple

valid reason for this assesonsstt
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READING COMPETENCE : level 2

Exit Level 2 Literacy for Seff-Expreasion

Can demonstrate that meaning has been made from a narrative or literary text that
(a) presents mostly familiar characters, setting or events in mostly everday language;
(b) has more than one dearly indicated voice or perspective;
(c) may contain related illustrations;
(d) uses a variety of sentences linked by conjunctions to do with time to create a simple

chronological sequence;
(e) has the structure of a story about a paragraph long
by being able to
(f/g) identify the main point and general flow of the story or piece;
(f/g) locate key descriptive details;
(f/g) link it to prior personal knowledge or experiences, with similar stories or literary texts;
(h) express an opinion on particular characters or the story as a whole.

Exit Level 2
Literacy for Practical Purposes

Can. demonstrate that meaning has been made from a practical text that
(a) describes familiar procedures, in mostly everyday words;
(b) addresses the reader with some formality;
(c) may include a number of graphic features;
(d) uses more than one sentence type, such as one word lists and simple sentences in the

imperative;
(e) is a familiar, instructional type, perhaps with heading and sub-headings, about one

paragraph in length
by being able to
(f/g) know the purposes of the text from the layout, headings and graphics;
(f/g) know how to comprehend the few unknown words;
(f/g) scan for particular details;
(f/g) link it to prior knowledge on the matter;
(g/h) carry out the task described, or know what information, if more, is needed;
(h) distinguish between the description of the technique or task and any other 'messages

conveyed by the text.

Exit Level 2 Literacy for Knowledge

Can demonstrate meaning has been made from a reference or informative text that:
(a) deals mostly with a familiar topic in mostly everyday language;
(b) is completely in the formal tone of the third person;
(c) contains different types of images;
(d) describes relationships between events, phenomena or ideas sequentially;
(e) is an information text that is organised around "objective" description, classification or

explanation at lean one paragraph long;
by being able to
(f/g) recognise its particular shape and sequence;
(f/g) point to the key sentences, often open and closing ones, that summarise the main point(s);
(f/g) distinguish between generalisations and specific features or examples;
(fig) link it to prior knowledge on the subject;
(h) detect any overtly expressed opinion(s).

Exit Level 2 Literacy for Public Debate

Can demonstrate that meaning has been made from a persuasive text that:
(a) features a familiar social or personal topic in mostly familiar language;
(b) has a touch of formality and fervour about it;
(c) may include images that add new information;
(d) hinges on the words and phrases that link the ideas, and the power of the evidence;
(e) is structured to provide both viewpoint and evidence, at least a paragraph long
by being able to
(f/g) recognise that the text is shaped to persuade;
(f/g) distinguish between the idea proposed and the evidence offered;
(f/g) link it to prior knowledge of the Subject matter:
(h) find examples of any persuasive devices used, and for what effect,
(h) rate it as a persuasive piece, giving reasons why.
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READING COMPETENCE : Level 3

Exit Level 3 Literacy for Self-Expression

Can demonstrate that meaning has been made from a narrative or literary text that
(a) introduces ideas or people or settings from unfamiliar times or places, with some unknown

vocabulary;
(b) includes changes in voice or tone that are not always dearly signalled;
(c) may contain illustrations that add to, rather than, illustrate the text;
(d) is constructed by a variety of sentence structures and tenses, not necessarily presenting a

strictly chronological order;
(e) has the structure of a familiar recount or literary type, at least a page long
by being able to
(f/g) identify and describe the main stages in the piece;
(f/g) locate and explain the meaning of key words and phrases;
(f/g) determine the purpose and message of this narrative or literary piece;
(f/g) find examples of the techniques used to achieve this end;
(h) contrast with known comparable texts.

Exit Level 3 Literacy for Practical Purposes
Can demonstrate meaning has been made from a practical text that

(a) describes unfamiliar procedures in a vocabulary that contains some technical terms;
(b) is not necessarily a straight-forward sequence of commands, perhaps containing information

or intepretations that distract from the task or process;
(c) may include complex graphic material;
(d) contains sentences that emphasise detail, position and sequence;
(e) is organised into at least 3 different textual chunks, up to half a page long overall
by being able to
(f/g) state purpose of the text from the layout, headings, graphics and skimming the whole text;
(f/g) comprehend new technical words and explain the meaning of key words and phrases;
(g) carry out the task or process described;
(h) assess the effectiveness of the text as an instruction-giver;
(h) recognise that it conveys a particular point of view.

Exit Level 3 Literacy for Knowledge

Can demonstrate meaning has been made from a reference or information text that:
(a) contains abstactions and specialist knowledge and terms (including abbreviations);
(b) is distant and impersonal in tone;
(c) may rely on technical drawings or concept maps to convey some of the information;
(d) uses language patterns that define, describe, explain, categorise, or classify;
(e) may be organised in a variety of formats, from dictionaries to reports to subject-specific text

books, up to at least one page long
by being able to
(f/g) state the main points or ideas presented;
(f/g) point to the language devices that link the ideas in the text;
(f/g) explain the meaning of key words and phrases;
(f/g) spot missing, misleading or questionable information, evidence, sequence or examples;
(h) describe the world view conveyed explicitly or implicitly in the text;
(h) describe the relationship between the knowledge presented in a e text and prior knowledge.

Exit 1 evel 3 Literacy for Public Debate

Can demonstrate that meaning has been made from a persuasive text that:
(a) features abstract concepts and principles;
(b) conveys a tone of indisputable reasonableness;
(c) may include images with mixed messages;
(d) uses language to make logical connections and inferences;
(e) may be a discussion of "pros" and "cons", or an argument for one point of view, up to three

paragraphs long
by being able to
(f/g) describe the stages in the development of the argument;
(f/g) identify the key ideas and supporting evidence or examples;
(f/g) assess the appropriacy and/or relevance of the evidence;
(f/g) explain the meaning of key words and phrases;
(h) highlight the strengths and weaknesses in the text;
(h) make a comparison between the stance conveyed by the text and the reader's own position.
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READING COMPETENCE : Level4

Exit Level 4 Literacy for Self-Expression
Can demonstrate that meaning has been ma,ie from a narrative or literary text that

(a) introduces a wide range of not necessarily familiar concepts, characters, places, events
and/or ideas in very precise detailed or abstract language;

(b) has some formality and diversity of tone, and with some meanings implied;

(c) may feature no illustrations, or use ambiguous ones;

(d) sequences the chronology through complex sentence structures, sometimes relying on literary

devices to evoke atmosphere or feelings, or abstractions to make moral points;

(e) is a variation on a familiar literary shape or a complex version of that type, usually over one

page long
by being able to
(fig) empathize with and describe the feelings, beliefs and sensations evolved;

(f/g) summarise the structure and flow of the story or piece;

(f/g) recognise and identify the most significantinformation, including inferred ideas, by pointing

to evidence in the text;
(fig) review own prior knowledge or thoughts about the genre or subject matter;

(h) identify and examine the fundamental point of view shaping the text;

(h) form and justify a personal opinion on the format chosen and the ideas/values expressed.

Exit Level 4 Literacy for Practical Purposes

Can demonstrate meaning has been made from a practical text that
(a) contains some unfamiliar ideas, specialist knowledge and technical language;
(b) embodies a range of tones, possibly including related topical information and/or a

commentary as well as the instructions;
(c) may include ill-placed and/or highly complex diagrams;
(d) uses a range of sentence structures;
(e) is a complex example of its type, both in layout and in detail, < Y one with numerous

distractions, up to at least one page in length
by being able to
(f/g) state the primary purpose of the text from layout, headings, graphics and skimming the

whole text;
(f/g) pick out the key stages in the sequence and identify the other most significant parts of the

text;
(g) follow the instructions and/or carry out the task described accurately and completely;
(h) differentiate between instruction and interpretation;
(h) identify any shortcomings or misleading information in the text;
(h) identify and critique the point of view stated, implied or inferred by the text;
(h) review own prior knowledge and techniques related to this matter and genre.

Exit Level 4 Literacy for Knowledge

Can demonstrate mearttag has been made from a reference or informative text that:
(a) contains detailed descriptions and some unfamiliar information in specialized language;
(b) is written as if a neutral presentation;
(c) may involve bibliographies, footnotes, glossary, technical maps, charts or graphic

representations;
(d) is constructed from complex sentence and paragraph structures, featuring abstract nouns,

densely packed with meaning
(e) is a very dense abbreviated entry, a report or subject-specific text, at least one page in length,

that carries its explanation over several paragraphs
by being able to
(f /g) identify the main ideas, the subordinate ideas and the examples given;
(f/g) identify and describe the nature of the conceptual relationship within the text, i.e. whether

cause-and-effect; problem-solution; or a system of classification;
(g) extract information relevant to a given research task;
(g) use any features such as bibliographies or footnotes for tracking down extra information;
(h) differentiate between data and interpretation;
(h) analyze the conclusions reached;
(h) review and re-arrange prior knowledge of the subject and genre.
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it Level 4 Literacy for Public Debate

Can demonstrate that meaning has been made from a persuasive text that:
(a) introduces both familiar and unfamiliar concepts, ideas and language
(b) is seriously formal or ambiguous in tone;
(c) may include images that emanate subtle or subliminal messages;
(d) consists of complex sentence and paragraph structures in which the ideas, and evidence

presented, are both explicit and implicit;
(e) is a highly structured piece of argument, up to at least one page long, or of a particularly

intense density that may be quite short
by being able to
(f/g) state the fundamental purpose of the piece;
(f/g) describe the nature, structure and flow of the argument put forward;
(h) name, list and evaluate the reasons and evidence given, whether relevant/ irrelevant,

logical/illogical, valid/invalid, true/untrue;
(h) assess the overall effectiveness of the text, giving reasons;
(h) describe the underlying values system implicit in the text;
(h) describe how it relates to, and re-arranges own prior knowledge of, and position on, the

subject matter and genre.
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